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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Approaches to Word Classes

The notion of word classes, or more traditionally

"parts of speech", has been a subject of interest to stu-

dents of language for centuries. As early as the fourth

(and perhaps the fifth) century B.C., Greek philosophers

and Indian'grammarians were discussing their respective

languages in terms of such categories or groups [de Groot,

1948; Robins, 1951). However, in spite of the long history

of this particular area of linguistic studiesr no totally

satisfactory theory of parts of speech has been arrived at.

Although there has been a lack of agreement both about

the criteria used in formulating part of speech classifi-

cations and about the actual word classes postulated for a

given language, there seems to have been general agreement

about the need for dealing with languages in terms of some

such groups.

The basic motivation for classifying the forms of a

language into word classes or parts of ppeech has always

been to provide simpler and more economic linguistic des-

criptions. That is, a description of the grammatical

structure of a language cannot be conveniently stated in

terms of the arrangements of specific forms (morphemes,

words, or whatever unit is found to be most useful), since

_
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the total number of these forms in any language is large

and such a view obscures obvious, relevant similarities.

But linguistic descriptions can be significantly simpli-

fied if statements of grammatical structure are formulated

so that they apply to all members of a given class as a

whole.

Various traditions have existed for defining these

word classes, and two in particular have been most fre-

quently employed. The first approach, one often found in

dictionaries and textbooks, utilizes semantic criteria in

delimiting :these groups. The familiar definition of a

noun as "the name of a person, place or thing" is an exam-

ple of a semantic definition (also called a "notional"

definition), which attempts to define a class by the fea-

ture of meaning that is common to all the items in this

class. For example, in his chapter on Spanish parts of

speech,Gili y Gaya (1961, p. 99) writes:

Los substantivos pueden designar per'
sonas (Juan), cosas (Arbol), cualidades fisicas
o moralTiTblancura, bondad), acciones (empuicin),
estados (quietud), es decir, cualquier fragmento
o aspecto de la realidad considerado como objeto
independiente de nuestro pensar.

The great majority of modern litInguists [e.g., Sapir,

1921, pp. 117-9; Bloomfield, 1933, pp. 172, 266-8) have

condemned semantic definitions of parts of speech, at

least for determining specific language word classes, on

the grounds that they are too vague, imprecise and often

contradictory to be of any value in linguistic descrip-

tions. Chief among the objections to this semantic
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approach is the fact that the "meanings" on which such word

classifications are based are not only not directly observ-

able or accessible to the analyst, but are also bound to be

subjectively interpreted by the investigator who will be

unable to totally avoid imposing the metaphysics or basic

concepts inherent in his own language on the phenomena he

is analyzing CRobins, 1952, p. 295].

Modern structural linguistics, having stressed the

obscurity of the semantic notions which underlie a defini-

tion of the parts of speech based on such criteria, has

favored a second approach. Instead of non-formal, extra-

linguistic criteria, these linguists have utilized formal

criteria to define word classes. That is, definitions of

the parts of speech are given in terms of the grammatical

features of the language described, rather than in terms

of any element of meaning. Two types of information may

be used in formal definitions of the parts of speech:

morphological and/or syntactic, along with the principles

of mutual substitutability and similarity of distribution.

Representative of word class descriptions based pri-

marily on morphological facts is the work on English struc-

ture of Trager and Smith [1951). In their brief outline

of English morphology, they isolate four word classes,

based on the association of groups of base morphemes with

four different "suffix-sets". The four classes turn out

to correspond to the same parts of speech traditionally

postulated for English (nouns, verbs, adjectives and
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pronouns), but an effort is made to describe the formal

characteristics (i.e., inflectional suffixes) which dis-

tinguish these groups. Thus a noun will "show inflection

for SINGULAR and PLURAL NUMBERS, and for POSSESSIVE CASE";

"pronouns show OBJECT case and two kinds of possessive";

"adjectives show COMPARATIVE and SUPERLATIVE"; and "verbs

are inflected for 3D PERSON SG. NON-PAST, PAST, PAST PAR-

TICIPLE, PRESENT PARTICIPLE" [p. 60).

A predominantly syntactic treatment of word classes

has been undertaken by Fries [1952), who, in an effort to

redefine the traditional English parts of speech, desig-

nates his groups by numerals and letters. Fries' method

for arriving at classes first involves choosing as test

rframes" certain minimum free utterances in English. Into

these frames are substituted words from the investigator's

corpus and according to Fries, those items which fill the

same positions "without a change of the structural meaning"

[p. 74) of the utterance are members of the same class.

By following this procedure, Fries distinguishes four major

word classes. For example, items belong to Class 1 if they

cfm occur in either of the frames:

Ohe> is/was good.

s are/were good. [p. 77)

Similarly', to be considered as belonging to class 3 a word

must fit the frames:

(They Class 1 is/was

(The) concert is/was . [p. 82)



Many linguists who insist on a formal approach to such

classifications use a combination of both morphological and

syntactic information to define word classes. Gleason's

[1961] treatment of English parts of speech is a simple

example of an analysis which utilizes morphological features

in defining some classes and syntactic features in defining

others. He first isolates four "paradigmatic classes", each

of which shows certain characteristics with respect to in-

flection. These four morphologically delimited groups

correspond to the traditional nouns, verbs, adjectives and

pronouns of English. For instance, the adjective paradigm

is given b. 96) as:

adj. stem

adj. stem ear)

adj. stem (-istil

The rest of the forms of English not assigned to one of

the.four paradigmatic classes are assigned to syntactically

defined classes, based on occurrence in "same or comparable

environments in English utterances". Gleason suggests as

a "hint" at characterizing such a syntactically defined

class that prepositions are "used befave nouns and at the

ends of clauses with certain characteristic stress pat-

terns" [p. 106), but does not elaborate any further.

It will be noticed that (with the possible exception

of the position represented by Fries) inherent in both the

formal and semantic approaches to word classes or parts of

speech, although perhaps to differing degrees, is the
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notion that these categories or at least some of them,

constitute a type of linguistic universal. That is, the

fact that certain basic grammatical terms (such as "noun",

etc.) are consistently utilized in descriptions of diverse

and totally unrelated languages seems to imply that, at

least in the analyst's mind, these categories are relevant

across languages and that there is some relation or simi-

larity between the units given the label "noun" in the de-

scriptions of two different languages. The semantic defi-

nition attempts to provide an explicit basis for the view

that such terms are universal by having the same definition

for all languages. The formal definition uses the same

terms but it is not made clear whether the utilization in

different languages of these terms is significant or arbi-

trary.

A search for language universals has been character-

istic of linguistic studies throughout their history and

the cross-linguistic characterization of the major lexical

categories has always been a goal of some interest. If it

is established that these categories are in fact linguistic

universals, then they will be characterized or defined ab-

stractly once and for all in general linguiltic theory,

making explicit the basis for assigning two units in two

different languages the same class or category label.

One problem then is to determine whether there are

universal grammatical categories, and if so, what they are.

The other problem is to actually formulate the neceseary
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cross-linguistic characterizations of notions like "noun",

II verb", etc. Modern linguists, as has been mentioned,

have generally agreed that semantic definitions of such

categories are unsatisfactory and imprecise. However, the

type of word class definitions usually insisted on by

these investigators, based as they are solely on specific

formal characteristics of "surface structure" (see section

2.2), are necessarily unique to each language. Thus, the

formally (and therefore uniquely) defined categories of

one language can be only arbitrarily compared with the

formally defined categories of other languages. To the

extent that this is the case,Ithe attempt to universally

characterize such notions as "noun", "adjective", etc.

must either be given up, or, the requirement that these

categories must be defined solely in terms of formal fea-

tures of the surface structure of a language must be aban-

doned. This particular question of the universality of

part of speech categories will be returned to in section 4.

1.2 Criticisms

The formal approaches to word classes outlined in the

previous section are all characterized by the use of diag-

nostic frames and substitution procedures. Modern struc-

tural linguistics has reacted against the vague and inade-

quate semantic approaches to defining word classes, in

favor of a certain concept of scientific "rigor" which

attempts to define all theoretical constructs or basic con-
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cepts (e.g., noun, sentence, etc.) in terms of operational

procedures applied to "raw data" [See Lees, 1960b, pp. 207-

10.). According to this view, a notion such as "noun" must

be defined in terms of directly observable physical proper-

ties of utterances and in such a way that the elements in a

given string can be uniquely assigned to the proper classes

by means of such properties and procedures of segmentation

and classification (i.e., substitution in diagnostic

frames).

This view of theoretical constructs is related to the

desirability of

the corpus, but

using nothing but "raw data" (i.e., only

not hunches, etc.) in the construction of

adequate grammars. However, this is an unreasonable and

unnecessary view of linguistics. The important thing about

a grammar (which constitutes a theory about a language) is

how well it describes all the relevant data, not how this

grammar (or theory) was arrived at. Thus, attempts to

II rigorously" define notions such as "noun" in terms of oc-

currence in a particular diagnostic frame are irrelevant

to how well this category may function in a linguistic de-

scription. Similarly, merely making explicit how one

arrived at the linguistic mnstruct does not guarantee that

it will function adequately in the total theory.

Furthermore, in addition to the fact that defining

word classes by means of their occurrence in diagnostic

frames is unnecessary and places an unreasonable demand on

linguistic theory, common substitutability in diagnostic
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frames will rarely serve to adequately characterize notions

such as "noun" anyway. There is first of all the problem

of which frame to choose for each substitution pperation.

No algorithm, procedure or justification is ever given for

the selection of this correct frame from all the possible

frames that exist, There always seem to be members of a

class which will not fit a given frame (e.g., The man is

good/*The men is good; or "quick, quicker, quickest/ good,

*gooder, *goodest"). In this case the analyst always

appears free to change or add to his frames whenever the

need arises. Similarly, there are items which we would

not want to say belong to the class in question, but which

often fit the frame dhosen (e.g., "on, honor, honest"),

thus forcing the analyst to add numerous ad hoc restric-

tions (like "meaning") to limit the frames examined.

Moreover, in choosing a frame one is faced with two

extremes. First, we might require that two items, to be

members of the same class, must share all environments in

common; that is, they must be completely substitutable,

with identical distributions. But this is surely unreal-

istic, since in any natural corpus no two items will usu-

ally have the same exact set of contexts. The logical

result will be classes which contain only a single member.

These onetmember classes cannot be used to predict any

utterances beyond the original corpus, and are therefore

useless. Second, we might choose one environment and

designate that any items which can occur in this one Irame
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are members of the same cIsss. This would produce a smaller

number of classes, each with many more members than the

classes based on one hundred percent substitutability. How-

ever, since there is no way to decide which environment to

pick, a single diagnostic frame must be arbitrarily selected.

This can quickly lead to inadequate and even absurd results,

since many items which undoubtedly should be in different

categories will share some one common environment, e.g.,

Ella come Raa.

Ella come bien.

Thus substitution in total environments is too narrow

and substitution in a select environment is too broad to

yield useful classes which will allow the proper generali-

zations. Furthermore, in both cases (classes based on

substitution in all environments and classes based on sub- =

stitution in one environment) there is a certain logical

circularity involved. Since no procedural method exists

for choosing a frame, a reasonable result can be obtained

only if the correct frames are already known. If we know

which blank in which frame to use to get a particular class

of items, then we must already know the members of the

class, to have chosen the exact frame that would fit them

all. We "discover" a class of nouns in a given language

because we know which frame to set up to get them. We

keep looking until we find a frame that yields what we

want. With this in mind, the whole procedure of picking

frames seems fairly pointless.
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Another major problem connected with the use of diag-

nostic frames is the question of determining whether the

string that results after a substitution is "the same as"

or "different from" the string before the substitution.

Since no justification or algorithm is offered for deter-

mining this "sameness", it would be left to the analyst's

judgment to decide. Obviously, we reject the absurd dicen

que 41 as a nomlnal in the frame " es bueno" by

saying that dicen que 41 es bueno is not tile same type of

construction as el hombre es bueno or Juan es bueno. But,

on what basis? Since a construction is at least partly

defined in terms of classes, we must already know that

these two constructions contain different classes. The

question of "sameness of grammatical form" is thus also

subject to circularity since we already know (and use) the

very information about grammatical structure which the sub-

stitution-in-frames technique is supposed to illuminate.

Section 2.1 deals wlth the application of these views

to Spanish and an alternative formulation will be proposed

in section 2.2.



2. SPANISH NOUNS AND ADJECTIVES

2.1 Structural Treatment

In Spanish the noun and adjective categories are par-

ticularly relevant for a consideration of the problems in-

herent in attempts to define or distinguish word classes.

Various approaches have been utilized to arrive at a char-

acterization of these two classes. A definition such as

that of Gili y Gaya [1961] quoted in section 1.1 is repre-

sentative of the kind of semantic definitions which have

been proposed. The formal definitions offered by modern

descriptive linguists have utilized both morphological and

syntactic criteria in delimiting the noun and adjective

classes in Spanish.

Inflection for gender and number is characteristically

used as a morphological criterion for separating nouns from

adjectives. Hall (1945, p. 24] holds that both nouns and

adjectives are Inflected for number, but that nouns are

inflected for only one gender while adjectives are distin-

guished from nouns by being inflected for both masculine

and feminine gender. Stockwell, Bowen, and Martin (1965,

pp. 42, 47] maintain a similar but slightly different posi-

tion. They assert that both nouns and adjectives are in-

flected for the category number, while adjectives are dis-

tinguished from nouns by being Inflected for gender.

However, it is difficult to conclude that these Aefini-
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tions in terms of diagnostic frames of inflection for gender

or number are very satisfactory. First of all, neither

proper nor mass nouns (e.g., Juan, arroz) normally occur

inflected for plural number. Similarly there are numerous

items traditionally con$idered to be adjectives which

either do not occur in the plural (e.g., cada, numbers) or

never occur as singulars (e.g., ambos). Second, it is hard

to see why a noun such as hermano/-a is not inflected for

gender (or only for ane gender, according to Hall) but azul

is inflected for gender (or for both genders, again accord-

ing to Hall). That is, the attempt to distinguish nouns

and adjectives on the basis of inflectional diagnostic
-

frames requires some ad hoc manipulations since the appar-

ently similarly inflected muchacho/muchacha and bueno/buena

would never seriously be placed in the same class, and in

spite of an apparent difference in inflection, bileno/buena

and-azul would be assigned to the same class (Saporta, 1962,

p. 284 ).

Other morphological criteria for distinguishing nouns

and adjectives have bean proposed, but in each case the

diagnostic frame chosen fails to uniquely characterize the

classes in question. In some cases, the frame includes

more items than are felt to belong to a particular class

and in obher cases the frame chosen does not include all

clear cases of members of the desired class. For instance,

adjectives are supposed to be able to occur before a -mente

suffix to form a manner adverbial, but not all adjectives
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do (e.g., *verdemente).

Formal definitions in terms of syntactic frames have

also been proposed for Spanish nouns and adjectives. Oc-

currence in the position after the comparative mAs or after

the neuter article lo characterizes many but not all and

only adjectives (e.g., lo poeta [Ramsey, 1956, p. 64], mAs

hombre). Similarly, a frame such as "el may in-

clude all masculine nouns (e.g, hombre) but will also in-

clude some non-nouns (e.g., bueno). In short, it appears

to be the case in general that items usually felt to be

nouns or adjectives can co-occur in four possible ways:

noun plus noun -- el hombre abogado; adjective plus adjec-

tive (rarely) -- el bueno simpgtico; noun plus adjective

-- el hombre simpgtico; and adjective plus noun -- la

blanca nieve, thus indicating that many items in the two

classes can occupy the same syntactic positions.

- The only possible conclusion is that nouns and adjec-

tives in Spanish cannot be characterized in any satisfac-

tory fashion by their occurrence in morphological or syn-

tactic frames. Clearly the examples cited above have to

be accounted for in any adequate description of Spanish

and part of such a description will involve distinguishing

these two word classes, but some approach other than that

of diagnostic frames must be considered.

2.2 Transformational Grammar Model

The framework within which this study of Spanish nouns
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and adjectives has been carried out is the transformational

model of linguistic description, as formulated by Chomsky

[1957, 1964, 1965] and others. This view of linguistic

description has as its goal the explication of the compe-

tence rather than the actual performance of an ideal user

of the language in question, and considers the grammar of

a particular language to be a theory which will specify

all the (indefinitely large number of) grammatical sequences,

both potential and actually occurring,of that language,

assigning a uniformly correct structural description to

each sequence.

A grammar of this sort is conceived of as a system of

rules, part of which generate a restricted set of abstract,

underlying structures (called "deep structures") from which

are constructed actual sentences (called "surface structures")

by means of bther rules called grammatical transformations.

The first type of rule, the base rules, characterize a set

of elementary structures, while the full range of sentences

can be characterized by the surface structures which result

from the operations of the transformational rules. The

fact that the surface structure of a sentence may differ

greatly from the deep structure of bhat same sentence,

though determined by it, is one of the most crucial notions

of transformational grammar. This distinction between sur-

face and deep structure allows a transformational grammar

to reveal or make explicit relationships between structures

which are intuitively felt but are not evident in the
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surface structure and conversely, structures which are

superficially identical are revealed to be different; e.g.,

Atacan los aviones.

in which aviones can be either the subject or the object of

the verb, a fact which is obscured in the representation of

the surface structures (which are identical) but revealed

by the different underlying structures.

A grammar that purports to describe a speaker's compe-

tence in his language must also account for his intuitive

notions about word classes. That is, the fact that Juan,

camas, muchacho are felt to be in some sense "the same",

i.e., that they share some feature, in spite of obvious

morphological and syntactic differences, must be reflected

by the grammar. A transformational grammar provides a

formalization of this intuitive notion of word classes in

a natural waY, by showing that such items as Juan, camas,

and muchacho ultimately derive from the same node (or

category symbol) in the grammar, by means of some inter-

vening rules. The grammar itself provides a definition of

the relevant ward classes. That is, it demonstrates in

what way the above items are the same class by showing

that they go back to the same node, even though they may

have nothing in common physically (in terms of distribu-

tion or diagnostic frames). Transformational ,theory does

not require that theoretical constructs such as "noun" be

defined in terms of some procedures or operations on data

(even if feasible), but rather holds that the theory 'and
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the grammar itself provide a definition of the constructs

posited. Such constructs, which are originally selected

for their usefulness, are ultimately justified by the ade-

quacy and simplicity of the theory which makes use of them

[Bach, 1964a, pp. 28-9].

2.3 Sub-Categorization Problems

In a transformational grammar the utilization of major

lexical categories or word classes (i.e., noun, verbs etc.)

simplifies the description of the tonstituent structure of

strings as well as the specification of the domains of

transformational rules. Such categories have been intro-

duced by means of rules ofithe form X 0 Y (in terms of

which each sentence of the language has a derivation from

S and such that a structural description of" the generated

sentences is uniquely reconstrUctible from the derivation).

For example:

NP Det +,NOun

The actual representatives of these word classes (i.e.,

the lexical items.themselves) could be introduced by late

disjunctive rules of the same type in which a lexical cate-

gory symbol is rewritten as a list of items:

Noun libro, mujer, sinceridad,

However, it is,general1y agreed that in order to

account for the linguistic competence of a native speaker

of a language, the'grammar must proVide more informat.ion
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than this about the major lexical categories. That is,

such categories as noun, verb, etc. must be differentiated

into sub-classes in some fashion since many rules in the

grammar are relevant for or apply to a feature of some

sub-classes of a particular lexical category but not others.

For example, in Spanish, determiners can occur only before

common nouns and not proper ones, the so-called "personal

a" must be inserted only before human nouns when they are

the direct object of a verb, certain verbs occur only with

animate nouns as subject, etc. Obviously a grammar of

Spanish must reflect the fact that these are relevant sub-

categories of nouns.

The approach formerly adopted in transformational

grammars has been to handle this type of information by

means of the same sort of rewriting or phrase structure

rules, as shown in the following illustrative example:

1. Noun --.*

{

N
mas

N
fem

2. N
masc Nmasc anim

Nmasc inanim

N
fem

{N.

3. fem anim

Nfem inanim

4 Nmasc anim Nmasc anim prop

Nmasc anim comm

51 Nmasc inanim Nmasc inanim prop

Nmasc inanim comm
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6 Nfem anim Nfem anim prop

Nfem anim comm

7 Nfem inanim Nfem inanim prop

Nfem inanim comm

8. Nmasc anim prop
--* Juan 2

9. Nmasc anim comm
---> muchacho

---->
10° Nmasc inanim prop

Mexico,

11. masc inanim comm
libro,

12. Nfem anim prop
---> Maria,

13. Nfem anim comm
mujer,

-->14 Nfem inanim prop
Espana,

15. Nfem inanim comm --> cama,

This set of rules provides for some of the needed

differentiation of the category noun into sub-classes, but

there are several other sub-categories which will prove to

be relevant for Spanish nouns, which have not been included

in these rules -- i.e., human/non-human, abstract/concrete,

count/mass, etc.

However, there are some serious objections to a set

of rules of this type, as has been pointed out by Lees

[1960, pp. 37-8, 51), Schachter [1962], Bach [1964] and

Postal (1964, pp. 74-5). First, a set of rewriting rules

such as the above exhibits a great deal of repetition.

Once the first division into masculine vs. feminine is

made, the second division into animate vs. inanimate re-

quires two rules since it must apply to both masculine and
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feminine nouns and produce exactly parallel changes. The

third division into proper vs. common requires four rules

since it must apply to masculine-animate, masculine-inani-

mate, feminine-animate and feminine-inanimate, and so

forth. When some of the other sub-categories needed are

added, the problem is complicated correspondingly.

It should be noticed that the ordering of these rules

is arbitrary. There is no particular reason why the first

sub-division must be into masculine vs. feminine rather

than into say count vs. mass. In fact, the above set of

rules could alternatively be given as:

Noun --" Nanim

Ninanim

Nanim ---4 ilanim prop

{
Nanim comm

etc.

But whichever distinction is arbitrarily chosen as the

first sub-division will then be dominant while the other

distinctions are obscured and the rules consequently tend

to give the impression that certain distinctions are in

fact more important than others.

Second, it will be observed that the sub-categories

given on the right-hand side of all the above rules are

totally unrelated. That is Nmasc anim is completely dis-

tinct from Nfem anim
, just as say noun is distinct from

verb. Using the first set of rules suggested above, it is

quite simple to state a rule that applies to masculine or
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feminine nouns alone. However, presumably there are times

when we would like to make statements about, for instance,

all proper nouns, without regard to their gender or animate-

ness (e.g., that determiners do not precede them), but this

cannot be done directly now. A rule that applies to all

proper nouns must be stated in terms of the unrelated

categories: Nmasc anim prop' Nmasc inanim prop'

.Nfem anim prop'
Nfem inanim prop

Clearly, in terms of

economy and simplicity, this is a rather large sacrifice to

make, especially when it is recalled that there are addi-

tional relevant sub-categories which should also figure in

the above set of rules.

Certainly some sort of generalization is being missed

since these rules do not reflect the relations that obtain

among the nouns in question. That is, on the one hand

Juan and Mexico belong inatclass together as proper nouns,

while muchacho and libro belong in a class together as

common nouns. But on the other hand, Juan and muchacho

belong in a class together as animate nouns while Mexico

and libro belong together as inanimate nouns. However,

the rules, as they stand, do not reflect this fact.

So, this type of rule, at least for providing the

desired information about the sub-classes of Lexical cate-

gories, appears to be unsatisfactory. The problem resides

first in the fact that the sub-categorization of a given

lexical category involves some cross-classification rather

than strictly hierarchic relations. That is, some of the
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various sub-classifications are independent of each other.

For example, the classification of nouns with regard to

whether they are animate or inanimate is independent of

their classification with regard to whether they are proper

or common. Several of the relevant sub-categories cross

or intersect with one another, and since some of the cate-

gories are not simply sub-categories of any other, such

sub-categorizations cannot be naturally organized or

treated in any exclusively hierarchical way.

Second, rewriting rules of the usual sort (X Y)

are characterized specifically by the fact that they do

impose strictly hierarchical structure, in which one cate-

gory is analyzed into a sequence of sub-categories. So,

since the information about sub-categories which is needed

for subsequent rules of the grammar is not strictly hier-

archically organizable in any natural way, the use of re-

writing rules, which can provide only hierarchic sub-

classifications, can only result in extremely repetitious

and uneconomical complications. Nor can transformational

rules overcome the inadequacies of rewriting or phrase

structure rules with regard to problems of cross-classifi-

cation or sub-categorization, for the area in question is

found in the part of the grammar which must be correctly

characterized before transformations ever apply. Clearly

some new type of rule is needed.

One of the main advantages of a transformational

grammar approach to Spanish is the treatment of "conéord"
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or "agreement" which it makes possible. The usual statement

that Spanish articles and adjectives agree in gender and

number with the noun they modify indicates that the simplest

way to describe agreement would be by a rule that adds the

elements of gender and number found to be present with a

given noun to any article and/or adjective which may accom-

pany it.

As has been shown by Postal [1964, pp. 43-6), phrase

structure or rewriting rules of the usual sort cannot by

themselves handle agreement phenomena in any fashion that

even approaches the simplicity of the traditional state-

ment. Instead of the repeated rewriting rules required by

a phrase structure grammar, transformational rules provide

a simple way of characterizing the generalization embodied

in the traditional statement which rewriting rules have

failed to illuminate. If we have the following rewriting

rules:

Noun ---> Noun Stem + Affix

Affix Gender <Plural)

Gender --4t4as1
Fem

then a simple transformational rule such as the following:

Det, Noun Stem + Afftx, Adj ===t>

Det + Affix, Noun Stem + Affix, Adj + Affix

says that whatever the gender-number Affix of the noun is,

the same Affix is adjoined to the Determiner and Adjective

constituents (if present in a string). Since gender and
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number (i.e., Plural) derive from the same node (Affix), a

transformational grammar can have one rule to deal with

both types of suffixes at once by referring to this higher

node. That is, if we had

un, muchach + Masc + Plural, buen,

the transformation would operate to give

un + Masc + Plural, muchach + Masc + Plural, buen +

Masc + Plural,

which eventually by means of the phonological rules would

result in unos muchachos buenos.

However, it is precisely due to the type of informa-

tion needed by the phonological rules to give the affix

the proper phonological shape that we are confronted with

a further serious problem. In order for the rewriting

rules to generate the proper strings on which the transfor-

mational agreement rule and the phonological rules can

operate, we must consider the following.

First of all the noun stems which have variable

gender (i.e., can take either a masculine or a feminine

gender affix: herman-o/-a) must be separated from those

which have invariable gender (i.e., can take only a

masculine gender affix or a feminine gender affix: hombre,

libro, pu1er, cama). Second, both nouns and adjectives

must also be sub-divided according to the type of phono-

logical shape the gender affix will assume when attached

to them. We may give this sub-division the label "morpho-

logical class". This affix will be either
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o - a herman-o/-a, buen-o/-a,

0 - a senor- /-a, espanol- /-a, or

e - a jef-e/-a (for nouns only).

These are the forms which have overt markers for the

masculine/feminine contrast. Elsewhere this affix will

have to be zero (Raul, mu'er, libro, cama, socialista,

modelo, azul, interesante). Thus the particular suffix

which co-occurs with a noun stem is determined partly by

the morphological class to which the noun belongs (herman-

vs. senor-) and partly by whether the noun stem has vari-

able or invariable gender (senor- vs. papel). On the other

hand, the particular suffix which co-occurs with an adjec-

tive (after the agreement transformation) is determined

first by this adjective's morphological class (buen- vs.

azul), but also by the gender assignment of the noun

which accompanies it (masculine vs. feminine).

Thus in order to secure the proper co-occurrences of

various representatives of the gender affix with nouns and

adjectives, it would be necessary to have rewriting ruies

of the fotlowing sort, which sub-divide these lexical cate-

gories on the basis of morphological criteria:

1. Adjective

Adj
2

2. Adj1 --4 interesante, azul, socialista, joven,

3 Ad j2

Adj2b
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4. Adj2a buen-, content-, bonit-, viej-, ric-,

5. Adj2b --* espafiol-,

plus similar rules dividing, e.g., variable noun stems

(NSv):

6. NSv
N
Sva

NS
vb

NS
vc

7 NS
va

4 muchach-, alumn-, viej-, ric-, cat6lic-,

8. NSvb --, espafiol-, sefior-, ...

9 NS
vc

--> monj-, jef-, ...

After the agreement transformation operates to associate

the noun's affix with any adjective and/or article present,

a phonological rule such as the following would be necessary:

t

1. Masc --) e/NSvc
o/NS

va----'
Adj2a____

0 elsewhere

Notice that since in many cases (e.g., hombre, mu'er,

socialista, azul, interesante, etc.) the gender affix is

never phonetically realized, the grammar must give specific

context-sensitive phonological rules which state that in

certain environments.the gender affix is realized as zero.

Furthermore it is clear that morphological sub-classi-

fications of Spanish nouns and adjectives (which are neces-

sary to insure the occurrence of the proper suffix with

each stem) cut across any of the types of necessary sub-

categorizations for nouns based on syntactic criteria which

were discussed at the beginning of this section, thus
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doubly complicating the problem already outlined. That

is, the type of suffix a noun takes is not strictly deter-

mined by whether the item in question is proper or common,

e.g., Juan/Juana and sefior/seriora both exhibit 0 - a

suffixes. If a division into common vs. proper nouns is

made first, then the same set of rules (as given above)

will have to be given twice (once for common nouns, once

for proper nouns) for the necessary morphological classes.

The kind of agreement transformation suggested is

still highly desirable but the only type of rewriting rules

available to present relevant information on which the

transformation operates, do so in an unsatisfactory manner.

Once again, it is seen that rewriting rules of the usual

sort are inadequate to handle the types of sub-categoriza-

tion (syntactic or morphological) which arise and which

must be described before transformational rules can apply.

2.4 Syntactic Features

Chomsky [1965] has proposed a modification of the syn-

tactic component of a transformational grammar which pro-

vides a solution to the problems discussed in the previous

section. The remainder of this study constitutes an attempt

to utilize Chomsky's new formulation of transformational

grammar to characterize Spanish syntax, with particular at-

tention to nouns and adjective$:

Chomsky (p. 80] points out that the sub-categorization

problem in syntax has an analogue on the phonological level,
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where a given sound is cross-classified independently with.

respect to the categories of, say nasality and palataliza-

tion. In the phonological component of the grammar there

may be rules that should apply to palatalized consonants,

e.g. [I] and [a], but not to unpalatalized [1] and [n],

whi'a other rules may apply to nasals, [m], [n] and [a],

but not to non-nasals, [1] and [T]. Treating sound seg-

ments as indivisible entities involves precisely the same

difficulties as those discussed above for nouns. But, if

each sound segment is considered as a set of phonological

features rather than indivisible entities and the phono-

logical component is permitted to contain rules which apply'

over features or combinations of features, the desired re-

sult can be achieved in a maximally revealing and economic

fashion [Halle, 1962]. Then a rule can be specified to

apply to all segments with the feature [+ Palatal] at] and

[ED, regardless of whether these segments are [- Nasal]

([T]) or [+ Nasal] ([7]).

Chomsky has proposed the same sort of a solution,

i.e., a representation of morphological segments in terms

of features rather than morphemes, for the type of problem

discussed in section 2.3. Since this proposal constitutes

essentially an adaptation of the solution formulated for

the phonological component, adopting it does not require

any radical changes in or additions to grammatical theory.

Chomsky's proposal involves the abandonment of the

rewriting rules of the form X Y for the introduction
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of the representatives of lexical categories. Instead,

the base of the grammar will contain a separate lexicon,

which contains a list of all of the lexical items of a

language. Each lexical entry will have associated with it

a set of syntactic, semantic and phonological features.

Many of the idiosyncratic properties of a lexical item can

now be specified in the lexicon as syntactic features and

this results in simplifications of the rewriting rules of

the base. For instance, the rewriting rules do not need

to classify verbs into transitive and intraniitivel this

feature being specified in the appropriate lexical entries.

In addition to the other rewriting rules of the base

(those that do not introduce lexical items), there will be

rules which analyze lexical category symbols into complex

symbols (i.e., sets of specified syntactic features). In

the case of the lexical category noun, context-free sub-

categorization rules will introduce "inherent" features

such as [Count], [Animate], [Human], etc. In the case of

lexical categories such as verb and adjective, context-

sensitive rules will operate to introduce contextual fea-

tures (either in terms of category symbols ("strict sub-

categorization" features) or in terms of feature specifi-

cations ("selectional" features). For example, if the

string (NP Verb NP) has been generated, then the strict

sub-categorization feature [4- NP] (i.e., "occurs before

NP") will automatically be added to the complex symbol

representing Verb in the pre-terminal string. In the
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lexicon, a verb like admira- will be marked [4. NP] indi-

cating that it can be inserted in place of the complex

symbol representing Verb, while a verb like duerme- will

be marked [- NP]. Similarly, if the string ([+Noun,...

+Human] Cop Adj) is generated, then the selectional feature

[4.(+Human)... ] will be added to the complex symbol rep-

resenting Adjective. So, guap- will have the feature

[4.(+Human)... ] and can be inserted, but triangular with

the feature [-(+Human)... ] cannot be inserted. Thus

the base rules will generate a pre-terminal string that

will contain various sets of syntactic features and lexical

items can be inserted in these strings provided the syntac-

tic features associated with these lexical entries are not

distinct from the complex symbols of the pretterminal

string. The notion "is a" (by which items are shown to be

members of the same class by virtue of the fact that they

ultimately derive from the same higher node in the grammar)

still holds true with only slight modification (see section

4).

Since the new type of rules which introduce complex

symbols actually apply to phrase-markers (and utilize in-

formation about earlier steps in the derivation), rather

than to just the last string in a.derivation, they are in

fact transformational rules. A base component with this

type of rule is no longer just a phrase structure grammar.

Notice that these rules generate nouns in an essen-

tially independent fashion and then select verbs and adjec-
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tives in terms of these nouns. This procedures makes an

implicit claim that correpponds to the traditional notion,

expressed in the following quotation from Gili y Gaya (1961,

p. 99), that subject nouns determine the choice of verbs

and adjectives in the same sentence:

Los substantivos se piensan en si mismos,
como representaciones o conceptos indepen-
dientes.... Los adjetivos y los verbos son
necesariamente depeadLtates: se piensan y ex-
presan adheridos a un substantivo. Un adjetivo
necesita referirse a un substantivo, al cual
anade notas que lo determinan o precisan.

And in fact Chomsky shows that the other alternative, i.e.,

picking nouns in terms of a prior selection of adjective

or verb, results in a severe loss of simplicity in the

grammar.

Where necessary, transformational rules can now apply

to specified syntactic features. This reformulation of

the syntactic component will be discussed and illustrated

in detail in section 3.

The contextual features ("strict sub-categorization"

or "selectional") utilized in a grammar arise exactly from

the elements selected during the operation of the base

rules. It is worthwhile, however, to examine the types of

"inherent" features introduced by the application of the

context-free rule of the base which applies to the cate-

gory symbol Noun. The tree diagram on the following page

is intended as a graphic representation of the sub-cate-

gories of Spanish nouns.

Notice that, as mentioned in section 2.3, some of
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these sub-classes of nouns are strictly sub-categories of

some others (e.g., all human nouns are a sub-class of ani-

mate nouns) while other sub-classes do not strictly con-

stitute sub-categories of any others (e.g., some animate

nouns are common, some are not).

Thus, human nouns must be distinguished because, among

other reasons, the "personal a" must be inserted before

these nouns when they are the direct object of (most) tran-

sitive verbs, e.g.:

Veo el libro.

Veo a Juan
[+Human].

Abstract nouns are separated from non-abstract since

some verbs do not allow an abstract object:

Cuece el arvozr
L-Abstract]

*Cuece la sinceridadr
L +Abstract]

Animate nouns constitute another relevant sub-class

of this lexical category, since, for example, certain verbs

require animate subjects.

El hombre
[+Animate] come.

*El libror
L

1 come.
-Animatej

The sub-class of count nouns is distinguished since

those items which are non-count (i.e., "mass") nouns ordi-

narily have no plural; e.g.:

El arroz
[-Count]

estA rico.

*Los arrozes están ricos.

The common/non-common distinction for nouns is rele-

vant since for many dialects non-common (i.e., "proper")

-
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nouns do not occur after determlners:

El perro[+Common] no es bueno.

*El Fido
[-Common] no es bueno.

The sub-class of human nouns which refer to profes-

sions (actually profession, social or economic class, poli-

tical or religious group) must be distinguished so that a

transformational rule can place professional nouns in the

predicate immediately after their subject nouns:

Mi hel.mano que es un abogado
[4Prof] vive en Mexico.

====> Mi hermano abogado vive en Mexico.

The sub-class of non-animate nouns which refer to

events must also be singled out. Although estar and never

ser precedes locative adverbs everywhere else, the copula

preceding a locative adverb must be ser if the subject noun

is the name of an event.

El libro está aqui.

La sinfonia
[*Event]

es aqui.

Chomsky's new formulation, in which morphemes are no

longer viewed as being indivisible entities but rather as

having sets of features associated with them, obviates the

need for base rules that sub-divide lexical categories

according to properties which are not relevant for the

functioning of these base rules. The use of syntactic

features can also be extended to the description of inflec-

tion and agreement (which were discussed in the preceding

section), as mill be illustrated in section 3.



3. DISCUSSION OF RULES

In this section some of the rules needed to generate

Spanish sentences, taking into account the considerations

raised in section 2, are discussed.

A generative grammar which purports to describe a

Spanish speaker-hearer's underlying system of rules con-

tains three components. The syntactic component consists

of a base which generates deep structures and a transforma-

tional sub-component which maps the deep structures into

surface structures. Deep structures are given a semantic

interpretation by the semantic component of the grammar

and surface structures are given a phonetic interpretation

by the phonological component. These latter two components

are interpretive only and play no role in the "creative"

generation of sentence structures. The semantic component

is occasionally referred to but is given no specific treat-

ment in this study. Similarly, although a few rules from

the phonological component are presented, it is also given

only brief attention.

3.1 Base Rules

The base of the syntactic component itself consists

of a categorial sub-component and a lexicon. The cate-

gorial sub-component involves two kinds of context-free

rewriting rules that apply to symbols for lexical cate-
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gories. The first type of rule involves rewriting a cate-

gory symbol as a non-null string of sythbbls and usually

involves some sort of branching or hierarchical structure,

as each string of a sequence of strings is derived from

the one just before it by applying one of the rewriting

rules. The second type of rule involves an introduction

of or an operation on complex symbols (i.e., sets of syn-

tactic features) and these rules are a type of transforma-

tional rather than phrase or constituent structure rule,

as were the first type. A string generated by this system

of rewriting rules is called a pre-terminal string. The

first six rules of the base (as given in Appendix 1) are

of the usual rewriting or phrase structure sort which in-

volve branching and hierarchical relationships.

* [B-1] S --) NP VP

The first rule of the base asserts that a sentence

(S) consists obligatorily of a noun phrase (NP) plus a

verb phrase (VP). Although it is true that there are many

Spanish sentences which consist only of a verb phrase,

such as

Duermen ahora.

EstAn contentas.

these sentences are the result of a later transformational

rule (T-25) which may optionally delete the subject noun

phrase from a sentence such as

Los hombres duermen ahora.

Las muchachas estAn contentas.
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Since, e.g., number and person for verbs, and number and

gender for adjectives, in the VP are solely dependent on

the nature of the noun dhosen for the subject NP, it is

clear that this NP must still be present until after the

application of the two agreement transformations which

cause the verb to "agree with" the subject NP in number

and person (T-6) and any adjectives to "agree with" the

same NP in gender and number (T-4). Once the obligatory

agreement transformations have applied, the subject NP

can be optionally deleted by T-25.

* [B-2] VP Aux opula red

Adv

S'

Verb <S> OP)

B-2 states that a verb phrase can be developed in

several different ways. First the element Aux must be

obligatorily chosen. Next either Copula or Verb may be

selected. A copula may be followed by a predicate (Pred),

by an adverb (Adv) or by another sentence (S'). Similarly,

a verb may optionally be followed by either S' or an NP.

In addition, the combinations of Copula or Verb plus any

of the elements mentioned may be optionally followed by an

adverb.

Notice that this rule says that Aux is related equally

to any of the other elements that may be chosen in this

rule, i.e., that it is related both to Cop and to Pred.

A tree representation of this relationship would be the

following:
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VP

Aux Cop Pred

It may be that a rule which assigns either the structure

VP

or the structure

Cop Pred

VP

Pred

Aux Cop

is to be preferred. If so, B-3 must be altered accordingly.

The initial symbol for sentence is introduced twice

as S in certain positions in this rule (and is also intro-

duced in B-12, the NP rule) and the rules of the base are

then allowed to apply, in order, cyclically and succes-

sively to each occurrence of S. The purpose of allowing

the reintroduction of S in a derivation is to permit the

insertion of base phrase-markers into other base phrase-

markers. This procedure can be repeated without limit,

thus providing the grammar with an infinite generative

capacity. For example, the rules of the base might generate

the following sequence:

S ---> NP VP

NP V S'

D N V S'
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The rules of the base then reapply to this new occurrence

of S, resulting in:

D N V [NP VP]

D N V [NP Cop Pred]

D N V [NP Cop Adj]

D N V [D N Cop Adj]

El hombre llega [El hombre estg contento]

Since there are no more occurrences of S, the base rules

would not be reapplied to this string. A string formed

in this way is called a generalized phrase-marker. Even-

tually T-12 would operate on this phrase-marker, to produce:

El hombre llega content°.

Transformational rules will apply to a generalized

phrase-marker of this sort to embed each string into the

one above it. This recursive property of the base compo-

nent, which allows the reintroduction of S is thus respon-

sible for the generation of all sentences which have two

or more underlying sentences as their origin. The workings

of these generalized phrase-markers will be discussed

further and illustrated in the section on transformational

rules (3.3) and in Appendix 2.

Rule B-2 as stated appears to permit any members of

any of the different lexical categories introduced in

this rule to co-occur. If this were true, it would be

an extremely undesirable result, for example, if the ele-

ments Copula plus Adverb have been selected, not all items

with the feature [+Copula] in the lexicon may be inserted
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in this position before all items with the feature [+Adverb]

(estg- can be inserted before bien but es cannot):

Estg bien.

*Es bien.

However, the use of syntactic features in the pre-terminal

string and in the lexical entry for each item which must

match (as discussed in section 3.2) will prevent the in-

se#tion of an item into what would be an incorrect environ-

ment. For example, since the lexical entry for es has the

feature [- (+Manner)] and the entry for bien has the fea-

ture [-Wanner], es cannot be inserted in the context dis-

cussed above.

The only alternative to this type of treatment would

be toodivide the lexical categories into smaller classes,

dependent on the environments in which they could occur,

and/or give context-sensitive rules to restrict their

privileges of occurrence. This however would entail a

significant complication of the base rules, which is un-

warranted, since the use of syntactic features provides a

relatively simple and straight-forward way to achieve the

same result.

* [B-3] Aux --, T<ha- * -dflestg- + -ndo)

B-3 states that the auxiliary consists of an obliga-

tory tense/person marker which may optionally be followed

by ha- + -do and/or estg- + -ndo. Since at least T of

the Aux must be present in every sentence, Aux in rule B-2

must be an obligatorily chosen element rather than an
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optional one. Clearly the elements for person and number

are dependent on the choice of person and number elements

in the subject NP. However, the development of Aux is

irrelevant for the main problems discussed here; hence Aux

has not been referred to in the subsequent comments, ex-

cept with regard to the passive transformation, T-l).

The remainder of the elements in this rule allow for

the generation of the compound verbal constructions usually

called the perfect and the progressive:

ha cantado

estg cantando

ha estado cantando

Even though they do not occur contiguously in an actual

sentence, ha- and -do, as well as estg- and -ndo always do

occur simultaneously. That is, if ha- occurs, -do must

occur also, though it will be found attached to an inter-

vening verb stem of some sort. Thus, ha- and -do (and

similarly, estg- and -ndo) constitute discontinuous ele-

ments as they actually occur, but are more easily treated

if they are considered to be single constituents. A

later transformational rule (T-3) will take care of re-

arranging the affixes (-do and -ndo, as well as the tense/

person marker T) so that they will follow the proper verb

stem. The Aux elements provide a particularly striking

example of a case where the siOplest grammar will utilize

underlying representations of forms which bear only an

abstract and indirect relation to the forms that actually
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occur in the final derived surface structure.

f

* [B-4] Pred ÷ NP <Prep Phrase)

Adx)(Adj <Prep Phras>.1

The element Predicate which was introduced following

the Copula in the VP rule (B-2) is further developed in

B-4. Either an adjective (Adj) or an NP must obligatorily

be chosen. The NP may be optionally followed by a preposi-

tional phrase (un mapa (del mundo) and the adjective can

optionally be accompanied by 4 preceding adverb (('demasiado)

lleno), a following prepositional phrase (11eno (ç ft papeles)),

or both ((demasiado> lleno <de papeles)).

It might appear that the rules B-2 and B-4 would

permit any noun or adjective to occur after any copula.

Clearly this would be an undesirable result since esti-

or se-pone- do not normally occur before nouns, and se-hace-

does not ordinarily occur before adjectives. However, as

mentionec with reford to B-2, the syntactic features speci-

fied in each lexical entry will prevent the insertion of

an item in an incorrect environment. Although it is gen-

erally true that the lexical category Copula occurs before

either adjectives or nouns, a copula like stA- will have

a feature [- NP] in its lexical entry which will, by

the lexical convention discussed in section 3.2, prevent

the insertion of estA- in a string such as (NP Cop NP).

Similarly, since only manner adverbials can occur immedi-

ately before the adjective in B-4, all other lexical entries

f
with the features [.+Adverb, +Loc

p
] will also have the+Tem
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feature [- Adj].

Notice that since both es and estg- in the lexicon

have the feature [+ Adj], the grammar makes the claim

that any adjective can occur after either copula. Th-

different semantic interpretations of, e.g.,

Es enfermo. 'He's an invalid'

Est4 enfermo. 'He's sick'

are presumably accountable for by the semantic features

associated with the lexical entry enferm- or by the rules

which combine the semantic features of enferm- with those

of es or estA-. In the case of most adjectives, there will

be only a very slight difference in meaning (often with

thc connotation of something funny or to be ridiculed):

Es catOlico. 'He's a Catholic (permanently)'

EstA catOlico hoy. 'He's a Catholic (temporarily)'

* [B-5] Prep Phrase ---> Prep NP

The fifth base rule develops a prepositional phrase

into a preposition plus a noun phrase (e.g., pequena de

cuerpo). It seems possible that nouns and adjectives may

have features in their lexical entries which will indicate

by what type of prepositional phrase they may be followed,

so that each noun or adjective is allowed to occur only

with certain types of prepositions.

* [B-6] Prep de, sin, ...

In B-6 the category symbol Preposition is replaced by

specific lexical items, i.e., prepositions. At this time

it is not clear whether these items should also be given
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as entries in the lexicon with syntactic features, although

this seems likely.

* [B-7] Adv ---> +Adv, C.S.

B-7 is thl first rule which involves the use of fea-

tures and complex symbols. Following the general discussion

of rules using feature specifications presented in section

2.4, rule B-7 does two things. First of all, B-7 states

that Adverb is rewritten as the lexical category feature

[1.Adverb]. Second, it says that Adverb is strictly sub-

categorized with respect to the syntactic contexts (in

terms of lexical category symbols) of the rule in which it

was introduced (B-2 or B-4). That is, the lexical cate-

gory symbol Adverb becomes a complex symbol (C.S.), i.e.,

a set of syntactic features. For example, if at this

point in the rules we had generated the string (NP Cop

Adv Adj), rule B-7 would replace Adverb by the feature

[+Adverb] and would add to this the strict sub-categori-

zation feature [+Cop Adj]. As it turns out, there are

lexical entries, e.g., demasiado, which have exactly the

features [+Adverb, +Mann, +Cop Adj] and since these

entries are not distinct from the complex symbol [+Adverb,

+Cop Adj] folind in the pre-terminal string, they can

be substituted for this complex symbol.

t

* [B-8] [+Adv] ---> +Mann

+Loc

+Temp

B-8 is representative of several other base rules

(B-9, 14-20) which have feature specifications on both
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sides of the arrow. These rules operate under the conven-

tions for phonological rules and add the feature(s) on

the right to the complex symbol which already has the fea-

ture specified on the left, instead of replacing one feature

by another. B-8 states that a complex symbol with the

feature [+Adverb] may add either the feature [+Mann],

[4.Loc] or [-Kemp]. The complex symbol containing [.+Loc]

will eventually be peplaced by the insertion of a locative

adverb such as aqui [+Adverb, +Loc]; the complex symbol

containing [+Temp] can be replaced later on by a temporal

adverb from the lexicon such as ahora [+Adverb, +Temp].

[B-9] [+Mann] -->

{

+Manner

poc'PAS.S.)

Rule B-9 allows a complex symbol containing the fea-

ture [+Mann] to either add the feature [+Manner] or to be

replaced by the element "por PASS". If the latter alterna-

tive is chosen and the complex symbol containing [+Adverb,

+Mann, etc.] is replaced by the element "por PASS", a

transformational rule (T-1) will eventually apply obliga-

torily to the string in which this element occurs, turning

it into a passive sentence.

[B-10] Copula --* +Cop, C.S.

Rule B-10 operates much like B-7, the Adverb rule.

First the symbol Copula is replaced by the feature

[4.Copula]. Second, Copula becomes a complex symbol by

adding to the feature [+Copula] strict sub-categorization

feature3 for the context in which Copula was first intro-
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duced in B-2. If at this point we have (NP Cop Adj), then

by B-10 Copula in this string is replaced by the complex

symbol [+Copula, + Adj]. The lexical entry for se-hace-

has the features [+Copula, Adj], so it cannot be

substituted for the complex symbol in question, i.e., we

cannot have *Se hizo furioso. However, estg-, for example,

has the features [4-Copula, + Adj], so this Copula

can be inserted in the position under consideration in our

terminal string (which might eventually result in the ac-

ceptable Estg furioso.).

[B-11] Verb ---> +V, C.S.

B-11 does for the lexical category Verb what B-10

did for Copula. Verb is replaced by the feature [+Verb]

and is strictly sub-categorized with respect to the con-

texts accompanying it in the rule where this category was

originally introduced (B-2). Thus if we have a string

(NP Verb NP), then Verb is replaced by the complex symbol

[+Verb, + NP] and a lexical entry such as abre- [+Verb,

+ NP] could be inserted in the string in place of

the complex symbol, although an item like duerme- [+Verb,

- NP] could not,

[B-12] NP 0e0 Noun <0

B-12 develops the noun phrase as either a noun, a

noun followed by S', a determiner plus a noun, or deter-

miner plus noun plus S'. Notice that this rule, as shown

by a tree representation
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makes the claim that the determiner, noun and S' are re-

lated equally to the noun phrase which introduces them.

Since the S' introduced in an NP will usually serve for

the embedding of nominal modifiers, it seems to be more

reasonable to have these three elements be coordinate and

of equal status than for the S' to be part of the noun

(in which case the claim is made that it is more closely

related to the noun than to the determiner) or determiner

(in which case the claim is made that S' is more closely

related to the determiner).

* [B-131 Noun ---> +N
' 2

)Number, C.S.

Rule B-13, which develops nouns, accomplishes three

things. First, it replaces the lexical category symbol

Noun by the feature [+Noun]. Second, it presents a choice

between the features [lNumber] and [2Number], one of which

must obligatorily be chosen. Third, B-13 strictly sub-

categorizes nouns with regard to the four possible contexts

in the rule (B-12) in which Noun was introduced. That is,

Noun becomes a complex symbol consisting of the features

[+Noun], [1 or 2Number], plus, depending on the choice of

elements made in B-12, one of the following four strict

sub-categorization features: [Det S'], [ S'], [Det ]

[ ]. If we have generated a string such as (Det Noun VP),

the Noun can be replaced by either the complex symbol

[4-Noun, 1Number, +Det ] or the complex symbol [+Noun,

2Number, +Det ]. In either case, a lexical entry such

as mujer could replace these complex symbols (dependent
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upon the addition of correctly corresponding features in

B-14 through B-20). In the second case, an agreement trans-

formation and certain phonological rules will ultimately

give this item its correct plural form as mu'eres.

Notice that in the context "Det " only the so-

called "common" nouns occur, while in the context " ft

only "proper" nouns occur. Thus instead of using [±Common]

as an inherent feature of nouns, both in the pre-terminal

string development and in the lexical entries for nouns

in the lexicon, we can utilize the features [+Det (S)]

for common nouns and [+ (S' ] for proper nouns.

It should also be observed that this rule, B-13, which

develops the noun iito a complex symbol makes the claim

that number is an inherent feature of the noun which is

obligatorily chosen (although a choice may be made between

singular and plural number) during the generation of the

pre-terminal string by the base rules. Thus the grammar

here begins to provide a formal characterization for the

traditional claim (and our intuitive feeling) that the

subject noun in some way controls or governs the rest of

the sentence. Here we see that number is selected inde-

pendently with the noun, and later rules will show that,

e.g., adjectives and verbs by means of transformational

rules must "agree with" the subject noun in number (and

also with regard to other elements).

* [B-14] [+N, +Det <'>] --* [ttount]

B-14 says that a complex symbol [..0.Noun, +Det <0]
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in the pre-terminal string can have either the feature

[+Count] or the feature [-Count] added to it. The feature

[+Det <S')] is an abbreviation for the two features

[4Det ] and [+Det S'].

* [B-15] [+Count] ---> [tAnimate]

B-15 adds the feature [+Animate] or [-Animate] to any

complex symbol which contains the feature [+Count].

* [B-16] [+N, + (0] [tAnimate]

In B-16 the features [+Animate] or [-Animate] are also

added to any complex symbol which already has the features

[+Noun, + <0]. The feature [+ <0] is an abbrevi-

ation for the two features [+Det ] and [+Det S'].

* [B-17] [+Animate] [tHuman]

B-17 adds the feature [+Human] or the feature [-Human]

to a complex symbol which includes the feature [+Animate].

* [B-18] [+Det (Si> , +Human] --> [17Profession]

In B-18, a complex symbol of the pre-terminal string

with the features [+Det <0, +Human] has the feature

[+Profession] or [-Profession] added to it.

* [B-19] [.+Det 435, -Animate] [tEvent]

Rule B-19 adds either the feature [+Event] or [-Event]

to a complex symbol which already contains the features

[+Det <SI>, -Animate].

* [B-20] [-Count] --> [tAbstract]

B-20 states that a complex symbol with the feature

[-Count] can add either the feature [4Abstract] or the

feature [-Abstract].
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* [B-21] [+V] C.S./[+N] < [+Nj)

Rule B-21 adds further syntactic features, but this

time what are called selectional features, to the complex

symbol which contains the feature [+Verb] (and which will

already, by B-11, contain certain strict sub-categoriza-

tion features, such as perhaps [+ NP]). This rule assigns

or adds the syntactic features of the subject noun and

object noun (if one is present) to the complex symbol which

the verb has become (by means of B-11). Thus if we have

a string such as

Det [+Noun,..., +Animate] [+Verb, + NP] Det

[+Noun, ...9 -Animate]

the complex symbol containing the feature [+Verb] can be

expanded by B-21 to [+Verb, NP, +.(+Animate) ,

4- (-Animate)]. Lexical entries such as admira- [+Verb,

+(+Animate) ] could be inserted for this complex

symbol, but items such as asusta- [+Verb, 9 (+Animate)]

could not:

La mujer admira la sinceridad.

*La mujer asusta la sinceridad.

Of course this rule implicitly makes the claim that

the type of inherent features possessed by the subject and

object nouns in a sentence are relevant to the selection

of the verb which occurs in that sentence. That is, once

we have selected a subject noun such as el libro, which has

the feature [-Animate], it cannot be followed by the verb

ama-, which requires an animate subject. Similarly, if
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we have chosen the same noun as the object, it cannot be

preceded by a verb such as asusta-, which requires an

animate object.

* [B-22] [+Cop] -4 C.S./[411],...

Rule B-22, which works in the same fashion as B-21,

adds features of the subject: noun to the complex symbol

that contains the feature [4Copula] (and which will also,

by B-10, already have certain strict sub-categorization

features associated with it).

* [B-23] Adj ---4 4Adj, C.S./[0] ...

B-23 accomplishes two things. First, it replaces the

category symbol Adjective by the feature 4Adjective] and

second, it assigns electional features of the subject

noun (i.e., adds syntactic features of this noun) to the

complex symbol that contains the feature [-I-Adjective].

Therefore this rule also makes the claim that subject

nouns govern the other elements in a sentence, by indicating

that choice of an adjective is dependent on the type of

subject noun present, that is, if a sentence contains the

subject noun el libro [-Animate], the adjective guap-

[4Adjective,..., +0-Animate) ] could not be utilized in

this sentence.

f

* [B-24] Det --> Article

Demonstrative

It is likely that rule B-24, which says a determiner

can be either an article or a demonstrative, will include

other classes of items. For example, the so-called
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"limiting adjectives" (which are not treated at all in

this study) mayveryprobably be introduced here. In that

case B-24 might have a form somewhat like this:

Det -- Article
<Limiting>

Demonstrative

What is clear is that the "limiting adjectives" will not

be introduced in the VP rule as part of Adjective, since

for one reason.ithey do not occur following a noun phrase

plus a copula (unless they occur there as the result of

a transformation of some sort). We cannot have sentences

such as:

i*El hombre es todo

otro

Itanto

cada

Notice that a rule such as the suggested one above Which

introduces "limiting adjectives" as part of the determiner

makes the claim, implicitly, that these items are in fact

determiners and not adjectives, since they will be traceable

back to the node Determiner, but never to the node Adjec-

tive.

It is likely that possessives at least will not be

introduced by the Determiner rule, but rather by a trans-

formation which would operate on a string such as

El libro de el

and change it, simultaneously introducing the possessive, to

Su libro
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* [B-25] Article * 4Art

B-25 states that Article is rewritten as the lexical

category feature [+Article]. Ultimately, in accordance

with the lexical convention described in section 3.2, either

-1- [4Article, +Definite] or un- [+Article, -Definite] can

be inserted in a pre-terminal string in place of this lexi-

cal category feature.

3.2 Lexicon

The lexicon, which is the other part of the base of

the syntactic component, is a list of lexical entries.

Each entry consists of a set of phonological, syntactic

and semantic features. In this study, each entry is given

in a more or less conventional orthographic form rather

than in the phonological distinctive features form that

lexical entries would ordinarily have. Further, since

this study deals primarily with syntactic problems, seman-

tic features have been omitted entirely. The lexical items

do not need to be ordered in any particular fashion, but

they are arbitrarily listed alphabetically in the lexicon

of Appendix 1.

Each entry in the lexicon will be positively speci-

fied (0 for the lexical category to which it belongs.

Other than the lexical category features, the features

specified in the lexical entries will be of two general

types (as discussed in section 2.4). First, there will

be the inherent features, which are peculiar to the item
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in question and have nothing to do with the context in

which the item can occur. For example, there are the fea-

tures [±Loc], [tTemp], [tMann] for adverbs; [±Definite] for

articles; [±Apocope] for adjectives and articles; [a)

Gender], [±Human], [±Count], etc. for nouns. In addition

[OM.C] is an inherent feature (introduced only in the lexi-

con) which occurs in the lexical entries for nouns, adjec-

tives and articles.

There will also be contextual features specified in

the lexical entties. These may be strict sub-categoriza-

tion features, such as [4. NP] for verbs and [+Det ]

for nouns, which indicate contexts, in terms of category

symbols, in which a given lexical item can occur. Con-

textual features may also be selectional features, such as

[+(+Animate) ] for verbs or adjectives, which indicate

other contexts in which a given lexical item can occur, in

terms of a significant feature of another lexical item,

namely the subject noun.

Some entries may have two specifications with regard

to lexical categories. That is, the items which share the

characteristics of both nouns and qdjectives, such as

211e1=, will have the features [+Noun] and [4.Adjective].

This means that, provided the rest of the features in the

lexical entry for vie - are not distinct from those in the

position under consideration in the pre-terminal string,

this lexical item can be inserted into the string wherever

a [+Noun] or a [+Adjective] occurs in the string.
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A feature specification in a lexical entry which in-

volves the use of braces 4)) indicates that a choice

must be made between the elements enclosed in these braces.

For example, the noun herman- has the feature [01Gender]

and this requires one to choose either [1Gender] or

[2Gender] if this item is inserted in a pre-terminal

string. Herman- with [1Gender] will ultimately result in

hermano after the application of the phonological rules,

and with [2Gender] will result in hermana.

Similarly, a specification such as
Gender, 2MC11
Gender, 1MCP1'

which occurs in the lexical entry for espanol-, means that

either the combination [1Gender, 2MC] (which ultimately

gives espanol) or the combination [2Gender, 1MC] [which

results in espailola) murt be dhosen.

The lexicon will also include certain redundancy

rules which simplify liexical entries by adding syntactic

features to them which are predictable by general rule.

That is, the features specified in the lexicon for a par-

ticular lexical entry will only be those which are essen-

tially peculiar to that entry. However, the redundancy

rules are not given in the sample lexicon presented in the

grammar of Appendix 1. Thus, most entries will list

several syntactic features which are predictable by general

rule because their inclusion hopefully makes the workings

of the grammar simpler to follow. The only exception to

this policy concerns the features for category symbols.

Each lexical entry will be positively specified for one
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category symbol (e.g., [+Noun]), or perhaps two, as in the

case of viej-, (e.g., [+Noun, +Adjective]), and will be

specified negatively for all the others (e.g., [-Verb,

-Adverb, -Article, ... etc.]). Instead of including all

the necessary negative category features for each lexical

entry, we will assume that a redundancy rule of the lexicon

provides a negative category feature for all categories

for which the entry in question does not have a plus.

Actually, since the items which belong to a particular

lexical category all have some features that are unique to

that category, it is even possible to omit category fea-

tures entirely from the lexical entties. For example, any

item with [tLoc, tTemp, -Manner] has to be an adverb and

could automatically be assigned the category feature

[+Adverb]. Similarly, any item with [tDefinite] also has

predictably the feature [4Article], and any items with

[±Det <S'), ItCount, lanimate, tiuman, ±Profession,

tAbstract, ±Event] will have the category feature [+Noun].

Following are a few redundancy rules which might be

desirable in a lexicon of the sort presented in this study

(the arrow indicgtes that features on the right are added

to those on the left):

1) [4.Manner] --4 [1. Adj]

Any lexical entry with the feature ['Wanner] has the fea-

ture [4.- Adj] added to it, since any manner adverbial can

occur in the position preceding an adjective.
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2) f[+TempI--* [. Adj]

+Loc 1)

All temporal and locative adverbs have the feature [- Adj]

added to their lexical entries since none of these adverbs

can occur preceding an adjective.

3) [tProfession] [+Human]

Any item with the feature [+Profession] or [-Profession]

will have the feature [+Human] added to its lexical entry

because all nouns which have a specification for the fea-

ture 'profession' are human nouns.

4) [t-Human] ---> [+Animate]

5) [tEvent] --> [.Animate]

6) [tAbstract] 4. [-Count]

7) [±Count] [+Det C>]

Redundancy rules such as 3) through 7) would allow us to

reduce the syntactic features specified in the lexical

entry for e.g., abogado from [+Noun, +Det - 6')

+Count, +Animate, +Human, +Profession] to [+Noun, - 01)

4Count, +Profession], as the three features deleted can be

predicted on the basis of the presence of the remeining

four.

8) [tMotion] E- NP]

Any item with a feature specification for 'motion', and

these will only be intransitive verbs, has the feature

[ - NP] added to its lexical entry, since no intransi-

tive verb of motion can occur before an object NP.

9) [tObject delete] [+ NP]
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All items with a feature specification for 'object dele-

tion' are necessarily transitive verbs and these items occur

before an NP object, so the feature [+ NP] can be added

to the lexical entries for these items.

10) [0( NP] --> [-0( ]

This redundancy rule states that an item with a feature

specification regarding its occurrence before an NP has a

feature with the opposite value added for its occurrence

with nothing following it. For example:

camina- [4Verb,..., - NP] [+Verb, ""

+ ]

NP 9

11) [caet (S')] --)

Similarly, all items with a feature specification with

respect to their occurrence after a determiner add a fea-

ture with the opposite value for their occurrence without

a preceding determiner. For instance:

hombre [4Noun,..., 4Det (S] ---> [+Noun

4Det , -

9

The pre-terminal string generated by the rewriting

rules of the base becomes a terminal string when lexical

entries are inserted by means of a lexical convention

(itself part of linguistic theory) which can be formulated

something like the following:

If Q is a complex symbol of a preitterminal string and

there is a lexical entry with a collection of syntac-

tic features C, where C is not distinct from Q, then

the lexical entry under consideration can replace Q.
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Distinctness here means that the same features found in a

pre-terminal string andin a lexical entry must have oppo-

site values, not just that one place may have a feature

specification which the other lacks. This convention says,

for example, that if we have the complex symbol [+Noun,

lNumber, +Det (3), +Count, -Animate, -Event] in a pre-

terminal string, the lexical entry libro, with the features
t,

[+Noun, +Det (s')
9

(14 , +Count, -Animate, -Event,

lGender, 2MC], may be inserted in place of it. The complex

symbol in the pre-terminal string and the lexical entry

each have features the other lacks, but there are no fea-

tures held in common by both for which they have opposing

values. If, for example, we consider the lexical entry

sinceridad which has the features [4Noun, +Det (S'/2

- (S) , -Count, +Abstract, 2Gender, 2MC] we find that the

lexical convention prevents the insertion of this item in

the place under consideration in the pre-terminal string,

since the latter has the feature [+Count] while sinceridad

has the feature [-Count].

The entire question of dertvational processes has

been generally ignored in this study, but it is perhaps

worthwhile mentioning briefly at this point. It is clear

that we do not want separate lexical entries for the adjec-

tive sincer- (which becomes sincero or sincera later in the

rules) and the noun stnceridad, since both their phonologi-

cal shapes and their semantic interpretations are closely

related. Rather, the adjective form will have a feature
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specification in the lexicon that will determine the phonetic

form it will assume after undergoing a nominalization trans-

formation (roughly, something like

El hombre es sincero ===.1> La sinceridad del hombre...)

The proper form of such rules remains to be made explicit.

3.3 Transformational Rules

The transformational sub-component of the syntactic

component consists of a sequence of transformational rules

which serve to canvert the deep structures generated by

the base rules into surface structures (which will be

given a phonetic interpretation by the phonological compo-

nent). The rules apply to certain defined structures with

lexical items in thempand may even refer to specific syn-

tactic features of these.lexical items, and produce such

changes as introducing new elements, deletions, permutations,

addition and changes of syntactic features. The sequence

of transformational rules will apply cyclically to gener.

alized phrase-markers produced by the rules of the base:

first to the most deeply embedded phrase-marker dominated

by S and so on until the full set of rules applies to the

entire configuration dominated by the initial S which be-

gan the derivation. If enough rules apply so that all the

necessary embeddings are effected, a "well-formed" surface

structure results and the generalized phrase-marker with

which we started does in fact constitute the deep structure

of the sentence which results after the application of all
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the rules of the grammar. For instance, if the base rules

generate

D N V [ D N Cop Adj ]

El hombre llega [E1 hombre estg contento]

a transformation (T-12) can apply to this generalized

phrase-marker to produce

D N V Adj

El hombre llega contento.

In this case we have a "well-formed" surface structure

for which the above generalized phrase-marker constitutes

the deep structure (see section 2.2).

In the case of a generalized phrase-marker for which

there have not been applicable transformations to effect

all the necessary embeddings, we have a generalized phrase-

marker which did not constitute the deep structure of some

sentence. That is, if the base rules provide the following

generalized phrase-marker

D N V [ D N Cop Adv]

El hombre llega [El hombre estA aqui]

there will be no transformational rules which are specified

to operate on such a structure. Thus, in this instance,

since no embeddings ever take place, a "well-formed" sur-

face structure cannot result and phe generalized phrase-

marker in question is not the deep structure of any sentence.

* [T-1] PASSIVE - OBLIG.
..

Description: NP1 Aux V NP2 por PASS
1 2 3 4 5 6
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Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 ===.1; 4 2 ser + -d- 3 5 1

The first rule of the transformational sub-component

applies obligatorily to any terminal string which contains

the marker "porrIASS", which could have been optionally

chosen during the operation of the base rules. The effect

of the rule is to move the object NP into the subject posi-

tion, assign the original subject NP to a position after

por as the agent, and to insert the copula ser plus the

affix -d- immediately before the verb. For example:

La bombe Aux ataca- el avi6n por PASS =T.>

El avión Aux ser + -d- ataca- por la bomba

As was discussed with regard to B-3 and as willtbelurther

commented on with regard to T-3, ser plus -d-, since they

always occur simultaneously in a passive sentence though

not contiguously, are much more easily introduced as con-

tinuous elements. Subsequently, T-3, the affix shift rule,

will operate to place Aux after ser, in order to give this

copula its correct tense (and person). T-3 will also per-

mute the -d= affix to a position after the verb. For

example, if we allow Aux in this case to contain an element

for past tense:

El avión Aux ser -d- ataca- por la bomba

El avión Past 4 Singula5 ser + -d- ataca- por la bomba

T-3===4E1 avión fue atacad- por la bomba

Finally the agreement transformation T-4 applies to the

verb plus -d- forms which have resulted from the opera-

tions of the passive and affix shift transformations in
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order to cause them to "agree with" the new subject noun.

Since the affix shift and agreement rules must apply to

part of the output of T-1 and since the forms which result

from the application of these three rules must be operated

on by several later transformations (e.g., T-7, 10, 11),

the passive rule must be ordered very early in the grammar.

Notice that this rule says that what are traditionally

called past participles have two different origins (in the

case of transitive verbs). The base rules can generate:

(ha- + -do Verb), which after T-3 will become (ha- Verb

+ -do). This will be true for either transitive or in-

transitive verbs. The passive transformation introduces

the elements (ser + -d- Verb), which after T-3 will become

(ser Verb + -d-). Naturally, this occurs only for transi-

tive verbs. This unit will subsequently be operated on

by the agreement transformation T-4 and assigned the gender

and number features of the subject noun, so that rules of

the phonological component can apply to add a vowel and

possibly a plural s, giving as the result: (ser Verb 4-

-d-1°10). Thus in
a

El hombre ha cantado dia y noche,

and in

El himno fue cantado por la gente.

although the two forms underlined appear to be identical

from the point of view of the surface structure, in terms

of their derivational history these two forms are different.

It should be mentioned that one motivation for deriving
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the "por PASS" element from a manner adverbial in the base

rules, rather than just allowing the passive transforma-

tion to apply to any string which contained a verb with an

object NP, is that there are verbs (usually labelled

"middle verbs") which take objects but do not allow passi-

vization. These same verbs do not occur with a manner

adverbial either, so the passive transformation is properly

restricted only if it can apply just to the strings which

allow both NP objects and a manner adverbial. For example:

Tiene unos libros.

*Tiene unos libros constantemente.

*Dos libros fueron tenidos (Por NP).

but

Quiebra los huevos.

Quiebra los huevos constantemente.

Dos huevos fueron quebrados (por Np).

* [T-2] AGENT DELETION - OPT.

Description: NP0 Aux ser -d- V por NP/

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 ====:> 1 2 3 4

Since T-2 operates on the result of the passive trans-

formation (T-1) to optionally delete the agent (pa NP/),

it must be ordered after T-1. By this rule a string such

as:

El avión fue atacado por la bomba.

may become

El aviOn fue atacado.
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* [T-3] AFFIX SHIFT - OBLIG.

Description: Affix Stem
1 2

Condition: Affix = -d-, -do, -ndo, T

Stem = V, se-V, Cop, ha-, esti-

Structural Change: 1 2 = 2 1

As mentioned with regard to the rule for Aux (B-3),

it is much simpler to treat such elements as ha- plus -do

and estg- plus -ndo as contiguous at the level of the base

rules. T-3 is then required to obligatorily rearrange the

elements introduced by the Aux rule so that all the affix

elements (-do, -ndo, T) will be permuted with whatever ele-

ments immediately follow them. Omitting the exact opera-

tions involved for T, we might have the following:

ha- * -do + canta- ===> ha cantado

estg- + -ndo + canta- ===4 estg cantando

ha- + -do +
Th
esta- + -ndo + canta- ===4 ha estado

cantando

T-3 must be ordered after the passive transformation (T-1)

in order to apply to the elements -d- and Verb which result

from this rule.

* [T-4] ADJECTIVE AND PAST PARTICIPLE AGREEMENT - OBLIG.

1/"-

t[4Adj].) +N

V-d Number a:Gender.

fiNumber

where N Cop Adj

V-d por NP

is an S
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The agreement rules (T-4, 5, 6) are fairly early trans-

formations. They must apply before any embeddings take

place so that agreement will be made with the subject NP

of the underlying strings (as will be discussed with regard

to T-12. Thus we have:

not

El amigo de mis padres canta.

*El amigo de mis padres cantan.

However, at least T-4, the adjective agreement rule, must

apply after the passive transformation since all (Verb 4-

-d-) forms generated by T-4 must also agree in gender and

number with the new subject noun in a sentence in which

they occur. Notice, however, that this rule (T-4) applies

only to past participles (Verb 4. -d- forms) generated as a

result of the passive transformation, and not to those past

participles (Verb -do forms) introduced by the operation

of the Aux (B-3) rule.

T-4, which operates much like assimilation rules of

the phonological component, states that within a sentence

the noun's features:agender and number (whatever their

values) are added to the set of features which includes

the feature [4Adjective] (or to the form Verb -d-). In

this way the grammar provides a formalization of the tradi-

tional notion that a predicate adjective in a sentence

agrees with the subject. Notice that the environment speci-

fied in this rule is necessary so that T-4 will not apply

to cause an adjective to "agree with" a noun dominated by
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a different S.

Thus if we have the noun libro with the features [41Noun,

1Gender, 1Number, 2MC] and the adjective buen- with the

features [4Adjective, eels, 1MC] inserted into a string, by

T-4 the latter complex symbol will become [4Adjective, **op

1Gender, 1Number, LMC]. Rule PH-2 of the phonological

component will eventually operate to add an o to buen-,

giving bueno.

* [T-5] ARTICLE AGREEMENT - OBLIG.

[+Art] +N

Number %Gender

ft Number

T-5 actually accomplishes with respect to the article,

the same thing as T-4 accomplishes with respect to the adjec-

tive. However, the article agreement rule must be stated

separately since it operates on a complex symbol in a

different position, i.e., immediately before a noun. Again

the features of gender and number belonging to the set of

features which includes [+Noun] are assigned to the set of

features which includes [+Article]. Later phonological

rules operate to convert these complex symbols into the

correct phonological shapes. Notice that for the article

rule it is not necessary to mention that (Article 4. Noun)

must be an NP, since at this point in the rules the only

place an article can immediately precede a noun is just in

an NP.
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* [T-6] VERB AGREEMENT - OBLIG.

[+V] [c(NumberyTN

4Number

where <D> N V

is an S

The sixth transformational rule provides for the agree-

ment of the verb with its subject noun, in number. The

noun's feature specification for number is also added to

the verb's set of features:

hombre
[4N, . . . , 2No.] . come

...] ===4>

hombre come-[T",..., ] [,v,..., 2No.]

The phonological rule PH-6 will ultimately add a final n

to those verbs which have acquired the feature [2Number].

PH-6 hombre
[2Number] comen

PH-7 hombres comen

* [T-7] RELATIVIZATION - OBLIG.

Description: X NP1 [NP1 VP] Y
1 2 3 4 5

Condition: 2 = 3

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 ===4 1 2 que 4 5

The relativization rule, T-7, is the first of the

transformations which effect embedding. This rule serves

to embed a lower phrase-marker into an immediately higher

one, by introducing the relative que, in place of a repeated

NP. Notice that this transformation is restricted to opera-

ting only where a generalized phrase-marker of the type

spealfied in the structural description has identical NP's,
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and it must obligatorily operate on any generalized phrase-

markers which match this description.

Thus if we had a string (omitting details) such as:

NP VP

S' Vkdv
NP VP

134iN
1

V
1 1

51 hombre, [ El hombre duerme ] yive agut

NP1 [ NP1 VP ]

T-7 would operate to give:

El hombre que duerme vive aqui.

This transformation needs to be ordered after the passive

rule so that it can operate on strings which have already

undergone that rule:

El hombre ve el muchacho [El muchacho fue atacado por

el perro] ===.7 El hombre ve el muchacho que fue

atacado por el perro.

* [T-8] NOUN DELETION IN RELATIVE - OPT.

Description: X Art[fDef] N que VP Y

1 2 3 4 5 6

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 = = = = > 1 2 4 5 6

T-8 applies to the output of the relativization rule

(T-7) to optionally delete the subject noun, following a

definite article. Therefore this rule must follow T-7 and

must be ordered after the agreement transformations so that
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already agree with this noun. Only after agreement has

been effected can the noun be deleted by T-8. A string

such as:

La muchacha que es buena vive aqui.

can become:

La que es buena vive aquf.

* [T-9] NUMBER PLUS NOUN OR ADJECTIVE - OPT.

dj
Description: X No. que Cop 5 Y

l
1 2 3 4

D N
8

6 7

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 t6 71 8 ===.72> 1 2 0 8
5 )

The ninth transformational rule applies to strings of

a type which will not be generated by the base rules of

the grammar as they now are formulated. T-9 however is

included as it allows for the generation of such sentences

as:

Tengo dos hermanos, uno abogado y uno dentista.

Aqui hay dos libros: uno bueno y otro malo.

Given a construction of the type specified in the structural

description, T-9 applies to leave a number followed by a

noun or adjective form.

It seems likely that numbers are in a class with

"limiting adjectives" and might perhaps be generated in a

position between the determlner and the noun of the NP:

Rules String Renetated

NP Det Noun Det Noun
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Demons
(Limiting)). Art Limiting Noun

Det ----> Art

i:

1r,

Limiting ----> Number Art Number Noun

Certain optional transformations could operate on this

type of noun phrase (Art Number Noun) after the agreement

rules:

1) Tarticle delete
OPT.

Art Number Noun ====> Number Noun

los dos hermanos dos hermanos

2) Tnoun delete
- OPT.

Art Number Noun 7----j> Art Number

los dos hermanos los dos

In the event that both of these suggested transformational

rules have operated on an NP which had been expanded as

(Art Number Noun), we would be left with: (Number).

Now, following the relativization rule T-9 will operate on

a string which has a subject NP that has already gone

through the above development:

Uno que es bueno vive aqui ===> Uno bueno vive aqui.

* [T-10] PAST PARTICIPLES AS ADJECTIVES - OBLIG.

Description: X NP,1 Cop [NP1 ser V-dv4V>door NP1> ] Y
1 2' 3 4' 5 41....,, 8

Condition: 2 = 4

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ===.--) 1 2 3 6 7 8

The rule T-10 operates on a generalized phrase-marker

to embed a string (to which the passive transformation,
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affix shift and agreement rules have already applied) into

a second string, after a copula. The subject NP's in the

two strings must be identical and the effect of T-10 is

to place the so-called "past participle" (optionally ac-

companied by the agent) of the passive sentence in the

position after the copula in which an adjective usually

occurs. In addition, the repeated NP is deleted. Thus

from:

Las chicas estgn [Las chicas son invitadas <ioor N/3,>]

we get by T-10:

Las chicas están invitadas Oar NI>.

In effect this transformation claims that the "past parti-

ciple" forms generated by the passive rule (plus the affix

shift and agreement rules) can become (i.e. function as)

adjectives. From now on in the grammar, any rules that

apply to adjectives will also apply to these forms.

Once the derivational history of the "past participle"

forms that are found after a copula is known, it is clear

why only the "past participles" of transitive verbs occur

in this position. Only transitive verbs can go through

the passive transformation and due to T-10 only "past

participles" generated by means of the passive rule will

ever be introduced into the position following the copula.

"Past participles" of intransitive and middle verbs will

be generated, in conjunction with the Aux rule, in the

base rules of the grammar but can never be affected by T-10

and thus will never "become adjectives" at any stage in
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the grammar and agree with their subject nouns. That is,

there are constructions such as:

Las muchachas cansadas.../
kVerb transitive)

but not:

*Las muchachas idas
'''(Verb intransitive)

*Las muchachas tenidas
"*(Verb middle)

* [T-11] ADVERB DROPS -mente - OPT.

Description: NP V 6113> [4Mann (Adj - mente)]
1 2 3 4 5 6

Condition: 5 =f-fAdj

1.17.,1,<F>j

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3
5i+ 1Gender]

Although they are never generated by the base rules,

there are two types of constructions which involve the

occurrence of an adjective after a verb. (See Stockwell,

Bowen, add Martin, 1965, pp. 184, 201; Kahane and Pietran-

geli, 1954, pp. 98-9.] In the first case (which is handled

by T-11) a masculine singular adjective appears, regardless

of the gender and number of the subject NP:

Caminamos lento.

In the second case (which is covered under T-12) an adjec-

tive occurs which does agree with the subject 1\11)

Los monjes caminan lentos.

T-11 states that a manner adverbial formed from an adjective

plus the suffix -mente (a derivational process which will

probably be handled in the lexicon by assigning to certain
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adjectives the feature [4. mente]) con optionally drop

this suffix. In the process, the feature [1Gender] is

assigned to the adjective so that the phonological rules

will eventually add an o to those adjective forms which

end in o in the masculine (or nothing to those adjectives

which do not have an o ending for the masculine). The

result is thus a masculine singular adjective form occur-

ring after a verb. Since the adjective form in the result

of T-11 always occurs as a masculine singular and never

agrees with the subject noun, T-11 can foilow the agreement

rules. For example:

Caminamoa lentamente.====> Caminamos lento.

Estos asuntos los arreglan fAcilmente. ===4> Estos

asuntos los arreglan fAcil.

Los hombres comen tranquilamente. ===.40 Los hombres

comen tranquilo.

The noun phrase in the structural description is given as

optional so that this rule could apply to either a string

containing a transitive or middle verb followed by an NP

or to a string containing an intransitive verb with no NP

objeci:.

It appears furthermore that some speakers have this

rule while others do not, but for those who do, this rule

must be ordered after T-10 so that it will also operate

on any adverbs in -mente which have been formed from past

participles (which have become adjectives by T-10)plus

-mente. It is likely that the adjectives which are Marked
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to form adverbs with the suffix -mente, must also be marked

as to whether the -mente is then optionally deletable (i.e.,

whether T-11 can apply), since apparently not all adjectives

can drop -mente:

Quiero que hagas eso voluntariamente,

*Quiero que hagas eso voluntario.

and some that can drop it must insert a preposition:

Se transform6 completamente.

*Se transform6 completo.

Se transformó por completo.

* [T-12] VERB PLUS ADJECTIVE - OBLIG.

Description: NP1 V[
+Motion]

[NP1 Cop Adj]

1 2 3 4 5

Condition: 1 = 3

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 ===-4 1 2 5

The second type of construction involving the occur-

rence of an adjective after a verb is handled by T-12.

This rule, which operates on a generalized phrase-marker,

embeds a lower phrase-marker containing a sequence (NP

Cop Adj) into another phrase-marker following an intransi-

tive verb of motion, deleting all but the adjective of the

lower phrase-marker, provided the NP's of the two phrase-

markers are identical. For example:

La muchacha se fue [La muchacha está contenta] ===4

La muchacha se fue contenta.

Since T-4, the agreement transformation, applies only.to

adjectives after a copula, this rule must operate on the
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lower string before embedding occurs. Once embedding

takes place, the copula is deleted and the agreement rule

no longer operates. Furthermore since the past participle

forms generated by T-1 which become adjectives in T-10

can also be operated on by T-12, the latter rule must be

ordered after T-10 as well as after T-1 and T-4. For

example:

Ellos llegaron [Ellos estin cansados]

Ellos llegaron cansados.

T-12 is specified as applying to intransitive verbs

of motion but in actual fact not all the members of the

class of verbs involved signify motion. However this label

has been used to designate the group for purposes of this

discussion. Such verbs as sonreir and vivir are included

in this class:

Los muchachos sonrien contentos.

Maria vive tranquila.

T-12 will not apply to transitive verbs, as there is no

object NP specified in the structural desctiption for this

transformation, nor will it apply to any intransitive

verb which has the feature [-Motion]:

Ellos murieron
[+Verb,..., -Motion] [Ellos son lentos]

==.4.0 *Ellos murieron lentos.

Notice that intransitive verbs with the feature

[-*Motion] can conceivably be followed by three related

forms:
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Los monjes caminan lentamente.

Los monjes caminan lento. [T-11]

Los monjes caminan lentos. [T-12]

* [T-13] APPOSITION - OPT.

Description: X NP/ que Cop NP1 Y
1 2 3 4 5 ' 6

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 ===.1> 1 2, 5, 6

The apposition rule operates optionally on one of the

possible outputs of T-7, the relativization transformation.

Its effect is to place a predicate nominal immediately

after the subject noun of a sentence. For example:

Este hombre que es el rey es muy famoso ====.4

Este hombre, el rey, es muy famoso.

* [T-14] ARTICLE DELETION WITH APPOSITION - OPT.

Description: X NP1, D N W, Y
1 2 ' 3 4 5 6

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 ====> 1 2 4 5 6

T-14 operates on the output of the apposition rule

and therefore must follow T-13. It serves to delete the

article of the second NP. By including the symbol 'W' in

the structural description for this rule, it can apply to

the noun in a new complex NP such as:

Valparaiso, el puerto principal,

which can become:

Valparaiso, puerto principal,

or,
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Tengo un hermano, un medico en Madrid,

which can become:

Tengo un hermano, medico en Madrid

* [T-15] ARTICLE DELETION IN PREDICATE NOMINAL - OPT.

Description: X D N (clue> Cop D N Y
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Condition: 8 =IVE1

løJ
Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ===.40 1 2 3 4 5 7 8

T-15 optionally deletes an article before a noun in

the predicate following a copula. Thus:

Estos libros son unos diccionarios. =mum+

Estos libros son diccionarios.

Since this rule can operate on a string which has gone

through the relativization transformation, as well as on a

string which has not been affected by that rule, the ele-

ment gat must be included optionally in the description,

and T-15 must be ordered after T-7. Furthermore, the rule

does not apply if an adjective follows the predicate noun.

Thus:

Mi hermano que es un arquitecto vive aqui.

and

Mi hermano es un arquitecto.

can become, respectively:

Mi hermano que es arquitecto vive aqui.

Mi hermano es arquitecto.

but
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El hombre es un tirano feroz

does not become:

*El hombre es tirano feroz.

It appears likely that this rule can be expanded so

that an article can be deleted after certain other types of

verbs:

Tienen examen.

* [T-16] NOUN MODIFIER - OPT.

Description: X D N,
L+Human]

que Cop 4> N[4.Prof ] Y

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ===> 1 2 3 7 8

There appear to be three main types of noun plus noun

constructions in Spanish. The firsttype involves apposi-

tion, as discussed in T-13 and T-14:

Valparaiso, puerto principal de Chile...

Compounds are the second type of noun plus noun construc-

tion, and there appear to be two kinds,of compounds, differ-

entiated by the type of plural formation the compound under-

goes; e.g.:

1) la bocacalle las bocacalles

2) la mesa escritorio las mesas escritorio

Presumably these forms are a result of derivational pro-

cesses and will not be handled in this study. The third

type of noun-noun construction is of the sort accounted

for by T-16; e.g.:

el molinero alcalde
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T-16 also works on a possible result of the relativi-

zation transformation. It operates to place the predicate

nominal of a sentence which has the feature [4.Profession]

immediately after a subject noun which has the feature

[+Human]. Thus:

El rey que es un soldado es muy joven ===>

El rey soldado es muy joven.

For some dialects this rule may not be restricted to nouns

with just the features specified in the rule; e.g.:

Este libro que es un diccionario...

Este libro diccionario

* [T-17] NOUN MODIFICATION - OPT.

Description: X NP que Cop Adj Y
1 2 3 4 5 6

I

Condition: 5 = +Adj

V-dv<s){.
Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 ===4 1 2 5 6

T-17 also applies to a possible result of the relati-

vization rule. In this case, the adjective following a

copula can be optionally introduced into the position after

the subject noun. In this process the copula and the rela-

tive que are deleted. For example:

El hombre que es simpgtico... ====.> El hombre simpgtico..

Since the agreement rule could not operate oh this new con-

struction it is clear that agreement must have been accom-

plished before T-17 operated and also before the relativi-

zation rule. Also since the past participles which can
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T-17, this latter rule must apply at some time after T-10,

e.g.:

Los hombres que están cansados...

Los hombres cansados...

The grammar will generate certain constructions twice,

indicating that they are structurally ambiguous. For

instance, lexical items like católic*, socialista, etc.

will have the feature [+Adjective] as well as the features

[+Noun, +Profession], hence the string Mi hermano católico

can be generated twice by making use of T-16 and T-17. The

base rules generate:

la) NP Cop NP

2a) NP Cop Adj

Lexical items are inserted:

lb) Mi hermano es un catcilico
[+N, +Prof]

2b) Mi hermano es católico
[+Adj]

T-16 gives:

lc) Mi hermano católico 'My brother the Catholic'

while T-17 gives:

2c) Mi hermano católico 'My Catholic brother'

* [T-18/ REORDERING - OPT.

Description: X D N Adj Y
1 2 3 4 5

f

Condition: 4 Adj + Prep Phrase; = +Adj

V-dv0))

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 ----1> 1 2 4 3 5
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This rule operates on the result of T-17 and therefore

must be ordered after it. T-18 optionally reorders a se-

quence of determlner plus noun plus adjective (or past parti-

ciple) so that the latter element precedes the noun. Thus:

El hombre simOitico ==.7.4>, El simpgtico hombre

However, this rule can place only a simple adjective (or

past participle) before the noun, so that

La cesta llena de papeles

cannot become:

*La llena de papeles cesta

The fact that a few adjectives have a different semantic

interpretation when placed before the noun (e.g., un

hombre pobte 'a poor man (financially)' vs. un pobre hombre

'a man worthy of pity') is presumably taken care of by the

semantic features in the lexical entries for these items.

* [T-19] ADJECTIVE NOMINALIZATION (NOUN DELETION) - OPT.

Description: X Art[oef] N Adj Y

1 2 3 4 5

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 ===4> 1 2 4 5

T-19 applies to one of the possible results of T-17:

a string which consists of definite article plus noun plus

adjective, and serves to delete the noun:

El hombre simpAtico ===.4 El simpgtico

Notice that this rule applies only when the article is

a definite article. That is, T-19 pannot operate on:

Un hombre simpAtico
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to give

*Un simpgtico

Thus if we consider the following three forms:

hombre [+Noun]

simpgtico [+Adjective]

viejo [+Noun, +Adjective]

the base rules will give:

el hombre un hombre

el viejo 'the old mani .un viejo, 'an old man'

and T-19 will give:

el simpAtico, but not *un simpAtico

el viejo 'the old one' but not *un viejo

These are the desired forms and the effect of the rules

has been to say that lexical items with the features [+Noun]

can occur after either the definite or indefinite article,

while items with just the feature [+Adjective] may occur

after only the definite article. An item like vieio, since

it has both the feature [44ajective] and the feature [+Noun],

will occur after the definite article by means of two

different patterns, and this construction of definite

article plus vie o is therefore ambiguous. The construc-

tion generated by the base rules is interpreted as 'the

old man' and the one which results from the application of

T-19 is interpreted as 'the old one'. Notice also that

T-19 does not say that simpgtico in el simpAtico has be-

come a noun. This construction, as made clear by T-19,

still consists of an article plus an adjective (between
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which a noun has been deleted).

* [T-20] MASCULINE ARTICLE PLUS FEMININE NOUN - OBLIG.
. -.

Art

==2Gender ==>

1Number

4.

1Number

1Gender 2Gender

N

1Number

[A..]
Am

This transformation states that an article which has

associated with it the features [2Gender, 1Number] (which

it has acquired from an accompanying noun by means of T-5)

replaces the feature [2Gender] by the feature [1Gender]

when this article immediately precedes a feminine singu-

lar noun beginning with a stressed a (which will be given

as part of a distinctive feature matrix, not as represented

in this rule). Notice that T-20 must follow T-17, 18, 19

since a masculine singular article does not occur before

the type of noun in question if an adjective intervenes.

Thus we get:

El agua

El agua buena

La buena agua

but not:
,

*La agua

*La agua buena

*El buena agua

An alternative to including T-20 in the grammar would be

to have a phonological rule utilizing features which.would
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say that el and un are merely the representatives of

feminine singular definite and indefinite articles before

a noun beginning with a stressed a.

* [T-21] ARTICLE DELETION WITH MASS NOUNS - OPT.

Description: NP V D NT-
L. Count]

1 2 3 4

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 ====;> 1 2 4

T-21 can optionally operate on a string which contains

a mass noun (i.e. a noun with the feature [-Count]) as the

object, to delete the article before this noun. Since the

noun phrase to which the rule applies is to object, T-21

must apply before the transformations that effect reordering

(T-24, 28) and object deletion (T-22). A sentence such as:

Quiero el arroz.

or

Necesito el dinero.

can become, respectively:

Quiero arroz.

Necesito dinero.

* [T-22] OBJECT DELETION - OPT.

Description: NP1 V[_
Obj delete] NP2

1 2 3

Structural Change: 1 2 3 ===4 1 2

This rule allows the optional deletion of an object

NP, provided it follows a verb which allows object dele-

tion (e.g., which has the feature [+Object deltte].in its
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lexical entry). A sentence such as:

La mujer come el arroz.

can become

La mujer come.

but a sentence such as

Juan admira la sinceridad.

cannot become

*Juan admira.

Since the verb admira- has the feature [-Object delete] in

its lexical entry, T-22 cannot apply to delete an NP which

follows this verb.

This transformation must be ordered before T1-24, which

permutes the subject NP and the VP. If it were to follow

T-24, two different descriptions of the position of the

object would have to be given for the rule to apply. But

ordered as it is, before T-24, while the object NP can

still only occur in one place, the specification of the

rule is much simpler. Similarly, this rule should precede

T-23, which introduces the "personal a". If not, T-22 will

have to specify that this a, if it is now present by T-23,

will also have to be deleted in addition to the object Noun.

* [T-23] PERSONAL'IA'T OBLIG.

Description: NP V[4.10] <ON[fHuman]

1 2 3 4

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 ====> 1 2 a 3 4

Rule T-23 states that the so-called "personal a" must

be inserted before an object noun which has the feature
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[+Human]. Furthermore, since the "personal a" is not in-

serted after certain verbs even though the object noun is

human, T-23 must be specified to add 'a' after verbs which

have the feature [+'a'] in their lexical entries, if they

are followed by a human noun. Thus we have:

El hombre ve a Juan.

since ve will have the feature [+'a'], and we have

Tiene dos hermanos.

since the lexical entry for tiene- has the feature [-'a'1.

Clearly T-23 can be more simply specified if it is orderdd

before the reordering transformations (T-24, 28). However,

as just mentioned, it should operate after T-22.

Notice, however, that this rule is inadequate since

it does not account for the occurrence of both

Busco una secretaria 'I'm looking for a (any)

secretary'

Busco a una secretaria... 'I'm looking for a

(particular) secretary'

One alternative is to say that the insertion of a is

obligatory with definite articles and optional with in-

definite articles, and to allow the semantic component to

provide different interpretations for the sequences un and

a un.

* [T-24] REORDERING - OPT.

Description: NP VP
1 2

Structural Change: 1 2 ===....> 2 1
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T-24 is a very general rule for Spanish which says

that the subject NP and the VP can be optionally permutsd.

A sentence such as:

El hombre canta.

becomes

Canta el hombre.

One such as:

El muchacho ve a la mujer.

becomes

Ve la mujer el muchacho.

It is simpler to order T-24 after T-23 so that the "personal

a" has already been inserted before the permutation takes

place. Similarly, if an object NP ie to be deleted (as in

T-22) the rule for this operation is more easily specified

if it occurs before the permutation operation.

* [T-25] SUBJECT DELETION - OPT.

Description: NP VP
1 2

Structural Change: 1 2 ===.* 2

This transformat,ton optionally deletes a subject noun

phrase. For instance:

Los socialistas son interesantes.

becomes, by this rule:

Son interesantes.

Since by the agreement transformations T-4 and T-6 the verb

and any adjective present in the VP must agree with the

subject NP, T-25 cannot be ordered before these rules.
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Furthermore the specifications which must be made in T-22

through Tp24 are more easily given before T-25 applies.

* [T-26] OBJECT RELATIVIZATION - OBLIG.

Description: X NP1 [V <4 NP1 <NP,;)] Y
1 2 3 4 5 6 ' 7

Condition: 3 (4') 5 = VP

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ===4 1 2 que 3 6 7

This transformation allows us to account for the ambi-

guity of a sentence such as:

El hombre que ve es guapo.

in which el hombre can be either the subject or the object

of the verb yg-L. In the first case, where el hombre is the

subject, the base rules will operate to produce a generali-

zed phrase-marker such as:

El hombre [El hombre ve Maria] es guapo

T-7 (relativization) will operate to produce:

El hombre que ve Maria es guapo.

T-22 (object deletion) will give:

El hombre que ve es guspo.

In the second case, where el hombre is the object of

the verb ve, the base rules give:

El hombre [Maria ve el hombre] es guapo.

T-23 operates to insert a "personal a":

El hombre [Maria ve al hombre] es guapo.

T-25 will delete the subject of the lower phrase-marker:

El hombre [ve al hombre] es guapo.

Then T-26, the rule under consideration, embeds the lower
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phrase-marker into the upper one by deleting the repeated

NP and inserting age:

El hombre que ve es guapo.

* [T-27] REORDERING - OPT.

Description: V[., NP2 NP1

1 2 3

Condition: 1 2 = VP

Structural Change: 1 2 3 ===*. 1 3 2

This rule operates optionally on the output of T-24,

the reordering transformation, and serves to permute the

subject and object NP's. For example:

Base rules: Maria ve el hombre.

T-23: Maria ve al hombre.

T-24: Ve al hombre Marfa.

T-28: Ve Marfa al hombre.

3.4 Phonological Rules

The phonological component consists of a sequence of

rules which operate in a cycle on the surface structure

(which results after the application of the transforma-

tional rules) to provide a phonetic representation of the

sentence generated.

Only a few obligatory rules from the phonological

component are presented in this grammar. These are almost

all fairly early rules that provide the phonological cor-

relates to the agreement operations of the transforma-
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tional component.

* [PH-1] Formativer
l

+ Formative
*Art, +Def, 1G, 1No.)

The first rule applies to a formative which is a

definite article and which has acquired the features

[1Gender, 1Number] from the noun with which it is associated.

This rule serves to prefix an e (In a fully developed gram-

mar all such phonological elements would be given in terms

of a matrix of distinctive features. However, for simpli-

city of presentation, since phonological considerations

are not the central interest of this study, distinctive

feature notations are not utilized) to the element =1-,

giving the masculine singular definite article el. This

rule must be ordered befote PH-2 in order to prevent the

formative with the features specified from going through

the second rule and resulting in lo.

* [PH-2) Formative[1G
Formative +

, 1MC] ===

The next rule, PH-2, applies to any formative which

has the features [1Gender] (acquired from the co-occurring

noun by T-4 in the case of adjectives and T-5 in the case

of articles, or present in its lexical entry in the case

of a noun), and [1MC] (an inherent feature of the lexical

entry) and adds to this formative an o. The only types of

formatives affected by this rule are nouns, adjectives and

articles, as these are the only items which will have these

features in the terminal string.

The feature [MC] is an inherent feature of nouns,

adjectives and articles (which is given in their lexical
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a formative. After the agreement transformation (T-4, T-5)

a formative with [1MC] has either o or a added to its under-

lying form (depending on whether it has [1Gender] or

[2Gender]) by the phonological rules. Those with [2MC]

have nothing added to their underlying form. Those with

[3MC] have an e added.

Thus PH-2 will add o to items such as un-, buen- and

muchach-, resulting in uno, bueno and muchacho. Notice

that the definite article -1- when it is singular has al-

ready become el by PH-1 and will not be operated on by

this rule. However, a formative with [*Art, +Def, 1Gender,

2Number] will have an o added by this rule, but will also

have a final s obligatorily added later on (PH-7) to become

los.

* [PH-3] Formativer
L

o Formative+Apocope, 1G, 1No.]

=111M1111.
...[-N] where ...[-N] = NP.

The third phonological rule serves to drop the final

o (added by P11-2) on a masculine singular adjective or a

masculine singular indefinite article when they precede a

noun in a noun phrase. Items that allow this sort of apo-

copation, such as un-, buen- and mal-, will be marked

[+Apocope] in their lexical entries. Thus uno hombre

after P11-2 becomes by PH-3 un hombre and uno bueno hombre

becomes un buen hombre. Presumably limiting adjectives

such as primero, tercero, alguno, ninguno, ciento and

postrero will have the feature [+Apocope] in their lexical
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entries and will be operated on by this rule to give the

desired apocopated forms in the proper environments.

* [PH-4] Formative2G, Etc] =mime Formative + a

PH-4 operates in the same fashion as PH-2, but adds

a final a to items which have the features [2Gender,

Thus items such as un-, buen- and muchach- become

respectively una, la, buena and muchacha.

Notice that an article which by T-5 acquired the fea-

tures [2Gender, 1Number] from the noun it precedes will

have the first feature changed to [1Gender] by T-19 if the

accompanying noun is a feminine singular noun beginning

with stressed a (orthographically a or ha). The phonolo-

gical rule PH-1 will then operate on an article with the

features [+Definite, 1Gender, 1Number] to give el before a

feminine singular noun such as agua. PH-2 and PH-3 will

operate on an article with the features [-Definite, 1Gender,

1Number] to give un before agua. PH-4 gives la-aggua and

una- agua, but if these forms happen to have the feature

[2Number], PH-7 must obligatorily apply to give las aguas

and unas aguas, and the unacceptable forms *la agua and

*una ague are never generated by the grammar.

* [PH-5] Formative [1G, 3MC]
==ao Formative +

The fifth phonological rule, which is relevant for

only a few items, states that forms with the features

[1Gender, 3MC] will have a final e added. This rule takes

care of nouns like monl= or ief- which can become either
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monja or jefa by PH-4 (if the features [2Gender, LMC] are

chosen) or monje or jefe by the rule under discussion (if

the features [1Gender, 3MC] are chosen). Presumably the
a

masculine singular demonstrative forms este and ese (which

have corresponding neuter forms ending in o) will also be

operated on by this rule.

Notice that any item which has the feature [2MC] in

its lexical entry will not be operated on by the phonolo-

gical rules presented so far; i.e., such items will not

have a vowel added to their underlying forms. Thus lexical

entries such as the adjective azul and the noun hombre will

occur in the singular essentially as they do in the lexi-

con. For an item like espanol-, if the features [2Gender,

1MC] are chosen with this lexical item, PH-4 will operate

to give espanola, the feminine form. However, if the fea-

tures [1Gender, 2MC] are chosen with this lexical item, no

rule will apply to add a vowel and we have the masculine

singular form espanol.

* [PH-6] Formative [+V, 2No.]
====> Formative + n

The underlying form utilized for verbs in the lexicon

is the third person singular (other persons and correspond-

ing pronouns are presumably introduced by transformation).

PH-6 applies to verbs which have picked up the feature

[2Number] from the preceding subject noun by the verb

agreement rule (T-6), and adds a final n; e.g.:

hombre
[+N, 2No.]

. camina-
[+V,...]
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T-6 hombre [+N, 2No.]
camina- [+V, 2No.]

PH-6 hombre [+N, 2No.]
caminan

* [PH-7] Formative [2No.]
====> Formative +

The seventh phonological rule applies to any items

which have the feature [2Number] and adds the plural s,

which must be more exactly specified by a later phonolo-

gical rule (see PH-8). Since this rule should apply only

to articles, adjectives and nouns, it must be ordered

after PH-6, in order to prevent the addition of an s to

verbs (which also can have the feature [2Number] after the

verb agreement transformation). PH-6 operates on and serves

to eliminate all verbs with the feature [2Number], and PH-7

operates on only those items having the required feature

which are left after PH-6 has applied. For example, when

items such as uno, lo, libro, bueno (which following the

agreement transformations can all have the features

[1Gender, 2Number, EMC]) appear in the surface structure,

PH-7 will add a following s. This will result in unos,

los, libros and buenos.

*

il

* [PH-8] {si. ---> s/4

Os_
es

PH-8, which actually would occur much later in the

phonological rules, specifies that the substantive plural

s has the form s after items that end in an unstressed

vowel (libro-s) or stressed e (cafe-s), the form zero after
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items that end in an unstressed vowel plus s (ltinesA), and

the form ga everywhere else (mu'4r-es). (But see Foley,

1965, pp. 84-5)



4. CONCLUSIONS

In a transformational grammar, the notion of "class"

is characterized by the relationship "is a",in the follow-

ing manner [Chomsky, 1965, p. 84]: A Lexical item is a

member of a particular lexical category X if a feature

[4-X] is part of the set of syntactic features listed in

the lexical entry for that item and is part of the complex

symbol which the item replaces in forming a terminal

string. The grammar itself thus provides a definition

of the constructs Noun, Adjective, etc. which is satis-

factory and the fact that nouns and adjectives cannot be

distinguished by diagnogtic environments (that is, that

there are no air-tight frames in which only nouns and adjec-

tives occur) is no longer disturbing, once we abandon the

demand that these constructs be definable in terms of opera-

tional procedures. We see now the solution to the problem

posed in section 2.2 of why Juan, camas and muchacho are

indeed all members of the same class in spite of having no

set of common frames.

The transformational grammar of Spanish discussed in

section 3 and presented in Appendix 1 characterizes nouns

and adjectives as follows. Nouns have the feature [..Noun]

in their lexical entries, adjectives have the feature

[...Adjective]. Some items, e.g., viej-, have both these

features and therefore are members of two classes. Nouns
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rules, while the selection of adjectives (as well as deter-

miners and verbs) is to some extent dependent on the nature

(i.e., the feature specification) of the subject noun

chosen. Number is an inherent feature of nouns which is

selected during the operatinn of the base rules. Gender

is an inherent feature that is present in a noun's lexical

entry (rather than being a matter of inflection as has

been claimed or implied by some analysts). Both these fea-

tures, gender and number, are acquired by adjectives (and

determiners) from the noun they accompany. Nouns, adjec-

tives and determiners each have a feature specification

for morphological class (MC) in their respective entries

which partially determines (along with the gender feature)

the phonological shape of the suffix they will take.

It is only after the operation of the base rules, the

insertion of lexical items, and the operations of the

transformational and phonological rules that we have nouns

and adjectives as they are usually thought of. For in-

stance, an adjective such as bueno/a will be represented

in the Lexicon as buen-. Transformational agreement rules

will associate with this item the noun's features of gen-

der and number, which will then be operated on by the

phonological rules with the result that a final o or a

will be added to give bueno or buena.

The ultimate justification of this characterization

of Spanish nouns and adjectives will be provided by evalu-
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ating the general efficiency, simplicity, adequacy and

explanatory power of a grammar which makes use of these

postulated classes.

It will be noticed that we have now returned to a

position with regard to classes which in at least one

sense more closely resembles the semantic definition of

Gill y Gaya (1961, p. 99) quoted in sections 1.1 and 2.4

than the formal definitions discussed in section 2.1. It

is Chomsky's view that the traditional goal of universal

grammar, as exemplified in the definition cited, namely

the cross-linguistic characterization of lexical categories

such as Noun, Adjective, etc., may possibly be realizable

by a theory of transformational grammar which utilizes

syntactic features. He suggests (1965, p. 116), for example,

that the lexical category Noun could perhaps be defined in

general linguistic theory as that category which is "selec-

tionally dominant" in the sense that context-free sub-

categorization rules determine its feature specification

and some of these features are associated by means of other

rules with the feature specifications of other lexical

categories.

This definition would make explicit, or provide a

formal characterization for, the notion expressed in Gili

y Gaya's semantic definition that nouns are independent

while verbs and adjectives are dependent on nouns. Thus,

a definition of word classes in terms of highly abstract

underlying structures may provide a language-independent
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significance for the use of a category like Noun or Adjec-

tive, which was hinted at by traditional semantic defini-

tions but which was not captured at all by means of defini-

tions lormulated in terms of surface structures.



Appendix 1. THE GRAMMAR

For ease of reference the rules discussed in section

3, along with a sample lexicon, are presented in this

appendix.

A. BASE RULES

1. S > NP VP

f

2. VP -- > Aux Copula Pred

Adv

S' J
Adx>

Verb (SI) <NI)

3. Aux > T <ha- + -dC) est4-- + -ndc>

(Aii.j4. Pred ---- O) NP rep Phrasi>

dv) fAdj <Prep Phras

5. Pre0 Phrase > Prep NP

6. Prep 4 de, sin, ...

7. Ad-; --> +Adv, C.S.

f

8. [+Adv] --> +Mann

+Loc

+Temp

)t por PASS

9. [+Mann] + +Magner

10. Copula --> +Cop, C.S.

11. Verb ---> +V, C.S.

12. NP --* 4)et> Noun (S'

13. Noun + 0, f5Number, C.S.
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14. [+N, +Det <>] [tCount]

15. [4Count] [1:Animate]

16. [444, + <S)I] [tAnimate]

17. [+Animate] [tfluman]

18. [+Det +Human] [tProfession]

19. [4.Det 0, -Animate] [itvent]

20. [-Count] [tAbstract]

21. [+V] >

22. [+Cop]

23. Adj -4 4Adj,

24. Det Article

Demonstrative

25. Article ----> +Art

B. LEXICON

aboggdo +N, +Det <P>, <0, +Count, +Animate,

+Human, +Prof, 1Gender, 2MC

gbre- +V, -Obj delete, + NP<A4, - SI

- Adv, +(+Animate)

admira- +V, -Obj delete, +a', + NP<Ad1,17, -

SI, Adv, +(4Animate)

Aga.q. +N, +Det - 0, -Count, -Abstract,

2Gender, 2MC

ahóra +Adv, +Temp, - Adj

aqui +Adv, +Loc, - Adj
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arr6z 4N, +Det - S' , -Count, -Abstract,

1Gender, 2MC, -2No.

atAca- 4Obj delete, +'a', + NP4d1.),

S', - Adv, +(+Animate)

aztil +Adj, 2MC

bi4n +Adv, +Mann, +Manner,, +Cop Ad j , +Cop #,
+Verb , -Cop Adv

buen- +Mb 4Apocope , 1MC

cárna 4N, +Det (S> , - 1> , +Count , -Animate ,

-Event , 2Gender,, 2MC

camina- +V, +Motion, - NP, 9 S A$2117>-9 Adv,,

4 (4An imate

cr4e- +V, +Obj delete , +' a , + NP<Adv>, - ,

4 S', - Adv, 4(4Human)

SitEagal +N, +Det - +Count, -Animate ,

MEvent , 1Gender, 2MC

dice - 4V, -Obj delete , NP4Wv>, - , + S ' ,

Adv, +(+Human)

du4rme- +V, -Motion , - NP ,

+(+Animate)

es- +Cop, + NP, + (4'Mann)) Adj ,

- (+Manner), -(-Event) (4Loc), +(4Event)

(+TempY, 4(+Event) (+Loc), -(-Event)

(+Temp)

Esztria -Det 4'), + -Animate , -Event ,

2Gender, 2MC

1.122L1.7.. 4N, 4Det 4Count, *Animate,

+Human, rof, dj,.tender, 21.
2Gender, 114

9
S', + Adv,
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10(

Cop, - NP, + 4+Manner)) Adj, + S',

+ (+Manner)*, +(-Event) (+Loc), -(4Event)

(+Temp), -(4Event) (+Loc), +(-Event)

(+Temp)

Fido -Det <P>, + ES), 4Animate, -Human,

furiós-

guap-

herman-

h6mbre

Juan-

-1-

Lent-

libro

mode10

muir

rnily

1Gender, 2MC

4Adj, -Apocope, 114C-

4Adj, +(+Human)... , -Apocope, 1MC

+N, +Det - (S'), +Count, 4Animate,

+Human, 44irof, flGender, 1MC

4N, +Det - +Count, +Animate,

+Human, -Prof, 1Gender, 2MC

4N, -Det; + +Animate, +Human,

-Prof, fGender, 2M),
2Gender, 1M

+Art, +Def, -Apocope, 1MC

4Adj, -Apocope, 1MC

4N , +De t ' , - ' , -*Count , -Anima te ,

-Event, 1Gender, 2MC

4N, 4Det St>, - <S>1.4.Count, +Animate,

+Human, +Prof, filGender, 2MC

4N, 4Det - +Count, +Animate,

+Human, +Prof, 11.- Gender 3MC)
2Gender' 1M

4N, 4Det , - +Count, 4Animate,

4Human, -Prof, 2Gender, 2MC

+Adv., +Mann,

-Verb

+Manner, 4Cop Adj, -Cop

4 Adv

3
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parece- +Cop, - NP, + franne4 Adj, + SI,

4t
- Adv

parr- +N, +Det - +Count, *Animate,

-Human, OGender, 1MC

rosArio +N, +Det - +Count, -Animate,

+Event, 1Gender, 2MC

4t
se-hgce- +Cop, - Adj, + 5', - Adv +(+Human)

+ (+Human)

se-p6ne- +Cop, - NP, r(-+Manner)'d Adj, + S'

- AdNfl

simpAtic- +Adj, +(+Human)... -Apocope, LMC

sinceridgd 4N, +Det <3'), - 0, -Count, +Abstract,

2Gender, 2MC

socialista +N, +Diet - , 4Count -}Animate,

+Human, +Prof, +Adj, Gender, 2MC

sue1ta- +V, -Obj delete, +'a', + NPlidV>, -

" SI, Adv

tidne- +V, -Obj delete, -'a', - NP(+Mann),

+ NP+Loc$,>, 4 NP<I(.+Temp, -

SI, Adv

tirgn- +N, +Det - +Count, 4Animate,

+Human, -4;Prof, +Adj, -Apocope, aGender,

1MC

trabajadcir- +N, -pet (S), - , 4Count, +Animate,

Wender,+Human, +Prof, +Adj 2MC
,

2Gender, 1MC

Un- 4Art, -Def, 4Apocope, 1MC
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+N, +Det - 4Count, +Animate,

+Human, -Prof,

C. TRANSFORMATIONAL RULES

Gender, 1MC

1. PASSIVE - OBLIG.

Description: NP1 Aux V NP2 porPASS

1 2 3 4 5 6

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 =sm.+ 4 2 ser + -d- 3 5 1

2. AGENT DELETION - OPT.

Description: NP2 Aux V

1 2 3 4 5

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 t> 1 2 3 4

3. AFFIX SHIFT -

Description: Affix Stem
1 2

Condition: Affix = -d-, -do, -ndo, T

Stem = V, se-V, Cop, ha-, estg-

Structural Change: 1 2 ====> 2 1

4. ADJECTIVE (AND PAST PARTICIPLE AGREEMENT -

y-d

+N 1

43 Number 0(Gender

eNumber

where N CopfAdj is an S

Oor
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5. ARTICLE AGREDUINT - OBLIC.

[+Art] ICGender

Number

+N

°Wender

pNumber

6. VERB AGREEMENT - OBLIG.

[+V] ===4 [o(Number)/[7

oNumber]

/MP

AMP

*asp where (1)) N V
is an

7. RELATIVIZATION OBLIG.

Description: X NP1 [NP1 VP] Y

1 2 3 4 5

Condition: 2 3

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 ===.4 1 2 que 4 5

8. NOUN DELETION ka jsuliTIvE - OPT.

Description: X Art[4Def] N que VP Y

1 2 3 4 5 6

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 ===.* 1 2 4 5 6

9. NUMBER PLUS NOUN OR ADJECTIVE - OPT.

Description: X No. que Cop
8
Y

1 2 3 4
D'
6 7

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4(
6 7

2
t.1

10. PAST PARTICIPLES AS ADJ;CTIVES - OBLIG.

Description: X NP2 Cop [NP2 ser V-dv<s) tar,..75.11)/ ] Y

1 2 3 4 5 6 8

Condition: 2 = 4

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ===4 1 2 3 6 7 8

t7) 8



Condition: 8 =IVPI

J

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ==-0-04 1 2 3 4 5 7 8
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11. ADVERB DROPS -moults - OPT.

Description: NP V (NP) [(Wenn (Adj - mente)]
1 2 3 4 5 6

Condition: 5 = 1+Adj

V-dv(s)I

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 =.7.4 1 2 3 5
E+ 1Gender3

12. VERB PLUS ADJECTIVE - OBLIG.

Description: NP1 V[+motion] [NP1 Cop Adj]

1 2 3 4 5

Condition: 1 3

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 1=4 1 2 5

13. APPOSITION - OPT.

Description: X NP1 que Cop NF2 Y

1 2 3 4 5 6

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 ===41.. 1 2, 5, 6

14. ARTICLE DELETION WITH APPOSITION - OPT.

Description: X NP1, D N W, Y

1 2 3 4 5 6

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 = 4 = 0 1 2 4 5 6

15. ARTICLE DELETION IN PREDICATE NOMINAL - OPT.

Description: X D N (qui) Cop D N Y
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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16. NOUN MODIFIER - OPT.

Description: X D N[
+Human]

que Cop (D) N[+Prof] Y
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ===.4 1 2 3 7 8

17. NOUN MODIFICATION - OPT.

Description: X NP que Cop Adj Y
i 2 3 4 5 6

[

Condition: 5 = +Adj

V-dv(s)

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 ===.12 1 2.5 6

18. REORDERING - OPT.

Description: X D N Adj Y
1 2 3 4 5

Condition: 4 $ Adj + Prep Phrase; = +Adj

fV-dv

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 ===...* 1 2 4 3 5

19. ADJECTIVE NOMINALIZATION NOUN DELETION). - OPT.

Description: X Art[tDef] N Adj Y

1 2 3 4 5

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 = 1 2 4 5

20. MASCULINE ARTICLE PLUS FEMININE NOUN - OBLIG.
_

1sArt ;Art

Gender ===.:" 1Gender

1Number 1Number
as. 4WD

4=0 %OP

4141

2Gender

1Number

Ci...]
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21. ARTICLE DELETION WITH MASS NOUNS - OPT.

Description: NP V D N
[!i.Count]

1 2 3 4

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 ----', 1 2 4

22. OBJECT DELETION - OPT.

Description: NP1 V[,tobj

1 2

Structural Change: 1 2 3

23. PERSONAL 'A' - OBLIG.

Description: NP V[+,a,-
] 0 N[+Human]

1 2 3 4

3 4 ===4> 1 2 a 3 4

delete]
NP

2

3

I 2

Structural Change: 1 2

24. REORDERING - OPT.

Description: NP VP
1 2

Structural Change: 1 2

25. SUBJECT DELETION -

Description: NP VP
1 2

Structural Change: 1 2

OPT.

====2 2

26. OBJECT RELATIVIZATION - OBLIG.

Description: X NP1 [V 60 NP1 (NP2)] Y

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Condition: 3 (4) 5 = VP

Structural Change: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ====> 1 2 que 3 6 7
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27. REORDERING - OPT.

Description: V
[+ NP]

NP
2
NP

1

1 2 3

Condition: 1 2 = VP

Structural Change: 1 2 3 ===± 1 3 2

D. PHONOLOGICAL RULES

1. Formative
[+Art, +Def, 1G, 1No.] 7=72> e + Formative

2. Formative
[1G, 1MC] Formative 4. o

3. Formative
[+Apocope, 1G, 1No. Formative . 2/] ===

...[+N] where ...[+N] = NP

4. Formative
[2G, 1MC] Formative + a

5. Formative Formative + e

6 Formative
[+V, 2No.] -----J> Formative 4 n

7. Formative
[2N0.]

===4 Formative + [4

8. {s) ---3

{

s/!. 1

es



Appendix 2. SAMPLE DERIVATION

In this appendix a sample derivation of the sentence

Ej. hombre singtico duerme aqui, is presented which illus-

trates the workings of the grammar of Appendix 1. Each

line of the derivation is obtained from the preceding line

by the application of the rule indicated at the left-hand

margin. (A notation such as [+Noun, ...] indicates that

the set of features enclosed in the square brackets has

had nothing added to it since the last line in the deriva-

tion when it was written out completely.)

First the base rules will operate to produce a pre-

terminal string:

1. NP V?

2. NP Verb Adv

7. NP Verb [+Adv, +Verb ]

8. NP Verb [4.Adv, +Verb 1 +LOC]

11. NP [+Verb, + Adv] [+Adv,...]

12. Det N S' [+Verb,...] [+Adv,...]

13. Det [+Noun, 1No., +Det St] S' [.Adv,...]

14. Det [+Noun, 1No., +Det S', +Count] S' [+Verb,...]

[+Adv, ...]

15. Det [+Noun, 1No., +Det S', +Count, +Animate] S'

[+Verb,...] [+Adv,...]
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17. Det [+Noun, 1No., +Det S', +Count, +Animate, +Human]

S' [+Verb,...] [+Adv,...]

18. Det [+Noun, 1No., +Det S', +Count, +Animate, +Human,

-Prof] S' [+Verb,...] [+Adv,...]

21. Det [+Noun,...] S' [+Verb, + Adv, +(+Animate) ]

[+Adv,...]

24. Art [+Noun,...] S' [+Verb,...] [+Adv,...]

25. [+Art] [+Noun,...] S' [+Verb,...] [+Adv,...]

A tree representation of the string generated up to this

point in the derivation (without the features indicated)

would be:

Det N S' V Adv

Art

The base rules now reapply to the occurrence of S which

was introduced by rule 12. In order to mechanically sim-

plify the presentation of this derivation, three dots

(...) will be used to represent the parts of the string

which have been generated so far surrounding S (as above).

Thus the last line in the derivation above would be rep-

resented: ... S'

1. [NP VP] ...

2. ... [NP Cop Pred]

4. ... [NP Cop Adj]
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10. ... (NP [-+Cop, Adj] Adj) ...

12. ... (Det N [+Cop,...] Adj] ...

13. ... (Det [+Noun, 1No., +Det ] [+Cop,...] Adj) ...

14. ... (Det [+Noun, 1No., +Det , +Count] [+Cop,...]

Adj] ...

15. ... (Det [+Noun, 1No., +Det . +Count, +Animate]

[+Cop,...] Adj] ...

17. ... (Det [+Noun, 1No., +Det
9 +Count, +Animate

9

+Human] [+Cop,...] Adj) ...

18. ... (Det [+Noun, 1No., +Det , +Count, +Animate,

+Human, -Prof] [+Cop,...] Adj] ...

22. ... Det [+Noun,...] [+Cop, + Adj, +(+Animate) ]

Adj) ...

23. ... (Det [+Noun,...] [+Cop,...] [+Adj, +(+Human)... ]) ...

24. ... [Art [+Noun,...] [+Cop,...] [+Adj,...]) ...

25. ... ([+Art] [+Noun,...] [+Cop,...] [-+Adj,...]) ...

The base rules have now generated the following pre-terminal

string:

[+Art] [+Noun, 1No., +Det S', +Count, +Animate, +Human,

-Prof] ([+Art] [+Noun, 1No., +Det , +Count, 4Animate,

+Human, -Prof] [+Cop, + Adj, +(+Animate) ]

[+Adj, +(+:.uman)... ]) [+Verb, + Adv, +(+Animate) ]

[+Adv, +Verb , 4.Loc]

From the lexicon the following items can be selected

to be inserted in the proper positions in the pre-terminal

string above:
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-1- +Art, +Def, -Apocope, 1MC

hombre +Noun, +Det <S'> , - <S), , +Count, +Animate,

+Human, -Prof, 1Gender, 2MC

es +Cop, + NP, + ((.1.1/1ann)) Adj, S'

- (+Manner),

liagticm +Adj, +(+Human),.. , -Apocope, LAC

duerme- +Verb, -Motion, - NP, + , - S', + Adv,

+(+Animate)

2aul +Adv, +Loc, - Adj

Inserting the lexical items (whose feature specifications

accompany them), we have:

Art N Art N Cop Adj V Adv

-1- hombre [-1- hombre es simgtic-] duerme- aqui

A tree representation of the string at this point would be:

NP

I

D t N 5---,
NP

.\71
Art

1

Art

Det N

I

Cop Pred

1

Adj
I

I

-1- hombre [-1- hombre es simpAtic-] du

V Adv

rme- aqui

The rules of the transformational component now

apply tu this terminal string, operating first on the

lowest occurrence of S:
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4 -1- hombre. hombre[1G,
[1MC] L1G, 1No., 2MC] [1MC]

1No., 2MC]
es simpAtic- [1G, 1No., 1MC] ] duerme- aqui

-1-[114c] tu 1No., 2MC] [-1-[1G, lNo., 1MC]

hombre [1G, 1No., 2MC]
es simpAtic-[1G, 1No., EMC]]

duerme- aqui

6. -1 [ -1--[1MC]
hombre

[ 1G, 1No., 2MC] [1G, lNo., 1MC]

hombre [1G, lNo., 2MC] es[lNo.]
simpAtic- [1G, 1No.,

duerme- aqui
1MC]]

-1, hombre que es[iNo.]
-[1MC] [1G, 1No., 2MC]

simpAtic-[1G, 1No,, C]
duerme- aqui

17. -1- hombrer-, simpAtic-[,-lb
lb 1No., 2MC] 1No., 1MC]

duerme- aqui

The cycle of transformational rules now reapplies to the

string dominated by the initial S:

5. -1- [1G, 1No., 1MC]
hombre

[1G, 1No., 2MC]
simpatic-[LG,

duerme- aqui
1No., 1MC]

6. -1- [1G, 1No., 1MC]
hombrep

tu 1No., 2MC]
simpatic-

[1G,

duerme
1No., 1MC]

-
[1No.]

aqui

The rules of the phonological component now apply to

the surface structure:

-1- hombre simpAtic- duerme- aqui
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to yield:

1. el hombre simpgtic- duerme- aqui

2. el hombre simpgtico duerme aqui
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